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Illinois State
Circus memorabilia is among 
the special collections that 
Milner librarian Maureen 
Brunsdale delights in sharing.
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illinois state 
WordThe First
rarely does a day pass without
some national news on the education front. Media report the pitfalls 
and progress within schools across the country, creating a steady flow of 
headlines that seem to focus disproportionately on the negative. 
Such accounts may have you wondering how your alma mater is weath-
ering the challenges of the day. I am pleased to report that Illinois State has 
good news to share. As an alum it is important for you to know that Illinois 
State has seen the national profile of its faculty, staff, and academic pro-
grams rise. Our applicant pool is larger and more talented, and our ability 
to plan strategically has allowed the institution to control its own destiny. 
Performance is unmatched in a number of areas, including enrollment. 
For this academic year the University received a record 14,000 applications. 
From that pool a freshman cohort of more than 3,000 freshmen enrolled. 
With a high school grade point average of 3.4 and a composite ACT score 
of 24.3, the current freshman class has set an academic excellence record. 
The news from our underrepresented population groups is also posi-
tive. The number of new African American students enrolled rose 18 percent 
this academic year, with a 36 percent jump for Hispanic students. Retention 
rates for both groups improved as well, hitting nearly 81 percent for African 
American students and just under 80 percent for the Hispanic cohort.
Even more remarkable is Illinois State’s retention rate, which was 84.9 
percent for the 2008 freshman class returning last fall. This is an all-time 
high. And for the first time in the University’s history, the overall graduation 
rate has hit the 70 percent threshold. 
The University’s student selectivity and national profile have advanced 
to a level few would have thought possible 20 years ago. We have continued 
to excel despite the faltering economy because Illinois State has the right 
mix of high-caliber students, outstanding teaching and mentoring, a caring 
and committed support staff, and stellar alumni across disciplines.
Because of this strong foundation, I am confident the next decade will 
bring improvements in the University’s facilities, national reputation, and 
research enterprise. When combined, all will create an even more outstand-
ing educational experience for students. 
The news from your alma mater is indeed good, and will only get bet-
ter. I ask that you share our success with others. Tell those who wonder if all 
of education is struggling to take a look at Illinois State.
Al Bowman
President, Illinois State University
20
Milner’s hidden gems
Alums remember Milner Library as the place to research and read. 
But the library holds so much more than books for study across 
disciplines. Milner is also home to priceless treasures. Take a look 
behind the locked doors of the Special Collections and Rare Book 
Room to see what precious relics exist. Cover: Librarian Maureen 
Brunsdale has found many surprises in the collection that is housed 
on Milner’s sixth floor. 
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1 3  F l a vor F U l  h a r v e s t 
  Ever wonder when chewing a piece of Wrigley’s gum just 
where the wintergreen flavor comes from? Dori Byard ’96 can 
answer that question. As the global sourcing manager for the 
Wm. Wrigley Jr. Company in Chicago, Byard finds the colors, 
menthol, and flavors for popular gum and candy sold in 14 
countries.  
1 6  s h i pwr e C k ed 
  Leo Sherman ’77, M.A.’82, went from living the life of a Cen-
tral Illinois educator to surviving a nightmare at sea. His life 
changed forever when shipwrecked in the Indian Ocean. With 
his two mates swept away, Sherman hung on alone for two 
days until rescued by an international freighter.   
2 0  F oUnd e r s  d a y
  Each February the campus community pauses to reflect on 
Illinois State’s rich legacy. Founders Day celebrations are a tra-
dition that honor those who established the University, while 
at the same time acknowledging the efforts of all those who 
remain committed to the noble mission of teaching, research, 
and public service. 
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University news 
Illinois State remains committed to its founding mission of training teachers. In 
recent years the University has placed special emphasis on empowering students to 
meet the needs of children within struggling inner-city schools. 
That effort will continue with the help of the federal government, which will give 
the University a $1.78 million grant to prepare 500 Illinois State graduates to work in 
high-need areas within Chicago Public Schools (CPS) District 299.
The funding is part of a five-year partnership called the Teacher Education and 
Assessment Continuum for High-need Educators and Resources + Principal Leader-
ship in Urban Schools (TEACHER + PLUS) program. It was created in response to the 
pressing need for Chicago teachers in elementary education, bilingual/English lan-
guage learning, special education, mathematics, and science. 
The University will serve as fiscal agent and lead partner in the project, which will 
be fueled by approximately $24 million in funding over the five years as matching 
dollars are contributed by participating organizations. Illinois State’s involvement will reach across the 
Colleges of Education, Arts and Sciences, Applied Sciences and Technology, Fine Arts, and Business. 
University centers focused on math, science, technology, special education, and literacy will also be 
extensively involved.
“Grants such as this help us leverage resources to change the way we recruit students from CPS to 
pursue teacher education at Illinois State; prepare pre-service teachers through redesigned courses on 
campus that are simultaneously matched with meaningful Chica-
go-based clinical experiences; and graduate high-quality teach-
ers for Chicago’s highest need schools,” said Robert Lee, who is 
director of the College of Education’s Chicago Teacher Education 
Pipeline, and principal investigator for the grant project.
Outreach of the established pipeline project will be enriched 
through the grant program, which will increase the abilities of 
500 new teachers as they provide instruction in high-need Chica-
go public schools. At least 322 graduates will continue teaching 
in Chicago schools through the fifth year of the program. All of 
the clinical and course work provided through the program will 
be conducted in schools in three high-need Latino and African-
American communities.
“This is a testament of what can happen when a true col-
laborative model is put into action,” Lee said. “It speaks to the 
collective efforts of many and not only impacts Illinois State and 
Chicago, but the communities we serve and the children in our 
partner schools. That’s what is most important.”
”‘‘Hundreds of graduates will work in Chicago schools as the result of a $1.78 million grant. 
Illinois state students train-
ing to become teachers gain 
confidence leading diverse 
classrooms as they complete 
their student teaching in 
Chicago’s little Village com-
munity. 
Grants advance bioloGy  
professors’ medical research 
Two biological sciences professors work-
ing to unravel medical mysteries have 
had their work supported by major 
national funding. Craig Gatto received 
a $400,000 two-year grant from the 
National Institutes of Health (NIH), 
while the NIH’s National Cancer Insti-
tute awarded $213,750 to Erik Larson. 
Gatto is a protein biochemist 
researching sodium pumps in cells. He 
designed the 
experiments. 
One post-doc-
toral fellow, a 
Ph.D. student, 
two graduate 
students, and 
two under-
graduates will 
conduct the 
research. 
His team is focused on transport 
proteins, which regulate sodium, potas-
sium, and calcium ion movement across 
cell membranes. Many of these trans-
porters are directly or indirectly related 
to several diseases. 
Some major applications of his 
research include understanding and 
treating congestive heart failure, cystic 
fibrosis, familial hemiplegic migraines, 
male sterility, Menke’s disease, Wilson’s 
disease, and Brody’s disease. 
Larson is studying cellular path-
ways responsible for maintaining and 
repairing DNA. 
The research is 
helping to map 
out the DNA 
exchanges in 
immune system 
cells, and the 
processes gov-
erning normal 
genomic stabil-
ity in all cells. 
The project will shed more light on 
how cells in the body’s immune system 
repair themselves. With that knowledge, 
researchers will have a greater under-
standing of the early steps leading to 
lymphoma and other cancers.
Pure research grants are by far the 
most competitive to obtain. The success 
rate of NIH grant applicants is roughly 
nine percent, and yet Illinois State has 
garnered $6.2 million from NIH during 
the past five years. 
University named amonG nation’s  
military friendly schools
Illinois State has been named a military 
friendly school by G.I. Jobs magazine. 
The magazine’s 2010 list names the top 
15 percent of universities, colleges, and 
trade schools from across the country 
that support the educational efforts of 
veterans. Selection criteria includes a 
strong commitment to recruiting and 
retaining veterans, as well as providing 
financial, academic, and social services. 
The University offers these services 
and advisement to student veterans. 
With veterans becoming an increasingly 
important part of the student body, ser-
vices that meet their unique educational 
and personal needs are constantly being 
enhanced. 
“Illinois State recognizes that the 
transition to college after military ser-
vice can be difficult, so we strive to make 
the transition as smooth as possible,” 
Veterans Services Coordinator Judy Cur-
tis said. “Our friendly, knowledgeable 
staff is ready to assist veterans from 
the application process through course 
selection, registration, and beyond.”
The Veterans Services Office is 
the first point of contact for student 
veterans. The office assists with Veter-
ans Administration education benefits, 
helps veterans transition to life on cam-
pus, and provides referrals to other 
veterans services within the community. 
The Registered Student Organiza-
tion Xi Gamma Iota provides student 
veterans with social and service oppor-
tunities available on- and off-campus. 
For more information go online to 
www.Registrar.ilstu.ed/Veterans.
University advancement  
vice president retirinG
After serving Illinois State for a total 
of 18 years and leading the division 
of University 
Advancement 
for the past five 
years, Dianne 
Ashby is retiring 
this spring. A 
national search 
is underway 
for her replace-
ment.
During her 
tenure Ashby oversaw the acquisition 
of the new Alumni Center. She also led 
implementation of the University’s new 
marketing plan and spearheaded online 
marketing, new communication strate-
gies for alumni, and increased outreach 
activities for alumni groups throughout 
the world. Under her leadership a total 
of 70 new endowments were added to 
the Illinois State University Foundation. 
These endowments provide funding for 
more than 600 student scholarships.
“Dianne Ashby took over the lead-
ership of University Advancement fol-
lowing a very successful fundrais-
ing campaign, and has continued the 
momentum to this day,” President Al 
Bowman said. “She has solidified a cul-
ture of philanthropy among alumni, cor-
porate stakeholders and the University 
community, and has greatly improved 
every unit in the advancement division.”
Prior to coming to Illinois State, 
Ashby held administrative and teaching 
positions in PK-12 schools, with the 
Department of Corrections, and the Illi-
nois State Board of Education. She joined 
the University in 1991 as the Illinois 
Postsecondary HIV Prevention Educa-
tion Project coordinator. She was named 
to the faculty and served as principal of 
University High School. 
Ashby went on to serve as chair of 
the Department of Educational Adminis-
tration and Foundations, and dean of the 
College of Education before being named 
vice president.
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”
mennonite colleGe celebrates 
milestone anniversary
The rich legacy of Mennonite College 
of Nursing was celebrated last fall. The 
college marked its 90th anniversary as 
a nursing education institution, and a 
decade linked to Illinois State.
Established in 1919, the Mennonite 
College of Nursing began as a private 
institution. For more than 90 years the 
primary mission was to prepare profes-
sional nurses by providing a quality edu-
cation. That focus remained unchanged 
when Mennonite became Illinois State’s 
sixth academic college in July of 1999. 
The college 
has maintained 
its own impor-
tant traditions, 
while expanding 
at Illinois State to 
become an inno-
vative, future-ori-
ented program. 
Students have 
continued their 
tradition of excel-
lence as well. 
The college 
ranks above the 
state and nation-
wide average for 
the number of graduates who passed the national nursing licensure examination 
on the first try in 2008. A total of 97 per-
cent of Mennonite’s graduates passed the 
National Council Licensure Examination 
on the first attempt last year. The national 
and state of Illinois pass rates were 87 
percent and 90 percent, respectively.
institUte pUts focUs on lGbt  
commUnity, cUrricUlUm
Two years of research and organizing 
prompted the University to establish the 
LGBT/Queer Studies and Services Insti-
tute. The institute’s aim is to promote 
understanding of and support for people 
who identify as lesbian, gay, bisexual, 
transsexual, questioning, queer, or as 
allies (LGBTQA), and to develop a queer 
studies curriculum and research focus.
The institute will promote facul-
ty and student research, professional 
development, help people work togeth-
er to build a safer and more support-
ive campus environment, and facilitate 
LGBTQA-related community service 
through internships and other activities. 
Such a multifaceted LGBTQ institute is 
unique, if not rare.
ISU has approved a new course—
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, & Transgender/
Queer Studies & Theory—developed by 
the institute. Institute volunteers are cre-
ating an introductory course, a database 
of campus resources, and developing the 
institute’s campus climate and commu-
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UniversityNews
Illinois State’s Project SEED (Summer Experience for Economically Disadvan-
taged high school students) was nationally recognized by the American Chemi-
cal Society last fall. The organization bestowed the Chemluminary Award, 
designating Illinois State’s program as the Outstanding Project SEED. 
David Cedeño, associate chemistry professor, is coordinator of the project 
that has been offered at Illinois State for the past seven years. The program pro-
vides high school students paid summer research experiences with chemistry 
faculty, who volunteer their time to mentor participants for eight weeks. 
There are 13 faculty from the Chemistry Department, including Cedeño. 
Others are Gregory Ferrence, Christopher Hamaker, Shawn Hitchcock, Mar-
jories Jones, Craig McLauchlan, Pilar Mejia, Richard Nagorski, Steven Peters, 
Robert Quandt, Frank Shaw, Lisa Szcezepura, and Sharon Weldon.
They have mentored 43 high school students from Chicago and Bloom-
ington-Normal since the program began. They are willing to spend many hours 
of summer time with SEED fellows because they recognize that such an effort 
motivates students, and has an impact on the future career goals of partici-
pants. 
“The best reward we as faculty have is to see that a few years later, many 
of the SEED fellows are enrolled and graduating from college, something that 
some of them, due to their economical limitations, had not considered an 
option,” Cedeño said.
Project SEED has been funded by the American Chemical Society, the 
National Institutes of Health-Bridges Program, the College of Arts and Sciences, 
Office of the Provost, Department of Chemistry, Research and Sponsored Pro-
grams, and Strem Chemicals.
high school outreach program
named best in nation
among those attending Mennonite College of nursing’s fall celebration were, from left, college 
alumna Geri Kirkbride ’01, MCn President emerita Kathleen Hogan, Dean Janet Krejci, and  
Illinois state trustee Betty Kinser ’73, M.s. ’75. 
nity components. For more information 
contact Assistant Director of Women’s 
and Gender Studies Becca Chase at 
rchase@ilstu.edu or (309) 438-7361.
Financial contributions to support 
the institute can be made online at www.
Advancement.ilstu.edu/support. Write 
“for LGBT” in the memo space, or write 
a check to the ISU Foundation specify-
ing “for LGBT.” 
WZnd stUdent captUres  
national scholarship
Senior Mark Long was one of only 12 
students from across the country chosen 
in the fall to receive the prestigious Bay-
liss Radio Scholarship by the John Bay-
liss Broadcast Foundation. Long, who 
is the general 
manager of stu-
dent run radio 
station WZND, 
received $5,000 
for the academic 
year from the 
foundation.
A resident 
of Wheaton who 
is studying mass 
media, Long is a part-time disc jockey 
at WBNQ Radio in Bloomington. He 
was chosen for the scholarship based 
on his excellent academic achievement, 
and extracurricular radio activities. The 
foundation also sought students with a 
passion for radio, and a desire to con-
tribute to the overall advancement of the 
radio industry.
University’s export project 
expands With Grant fUnds
The University’s Export Project will help 
three Illinois businesses expand their 
operations to overseas markets, thanks 
to a $100,000 grant from the Small Busi-
ness Administration. The funding sup-
ports work with the agriculture equip-
ment and technology firms Dickey-John 
and Brandt Consolidated, and the paint 
manufacturer Rust-Oleum Corporation.
The Export Project partners stu-
dents and faculty from the College of 
Business and College of Applied Science 
and Technology. The teams work with 
medium-sized companies throughout 
the year to prepare export plans. Act-
ing as consultants, the teams create 
marketing strategies tailored to specific 
countries.
Since 2006 team members have 
traveled the world to identify, evaluate, 
and actively develop international mar-
ket opportunities. They have visited Ger-
many, New Zealand, Argentina, Poland, 
China, and India. Plans are being made 
for visits to Brazil and South Africa 
this summer. In addition to helping 
businesses grow, the multidisciplinary 
project gives students a unique opportu-
nity to gain international business and 
marketing experience. 
alumni 
reUnions set for class of 1960  
and half centUry clUb
Members of the Class of 1960 will cele-
brate their 50th class reunion on June 
10th and 11th during the annual Half 
Century Club event in the Alumni Cen-
ter. They will be inducted into the Half 
Century Club at dinner on Thursday, 
and join the Half Century Club for a full 
day of activities on Friday.   
The University’s Half Century Club 
honors all alumni whose classes gradu-
ated 50 or more years ago. There are no 
dues to belong. The annual program 
gives alumni an opportunity to catch up 
with classmates, make new acquaintanc-
es, and learn what’s new at Illinois State. 
Members of the classes of 1955, 
1950, 1945, 1940, and 1935 who will be 
celebrating their 55th, 60th, 65th, 70th, 
and 75th reunions from Illinois State 
Normal University will be honored at 
a Friday luncheon and receive a special 
recognition gift.
For additional information contact 
Alumni Relations at (309) 438-2586 
or (800) 366-4478 or e-mail Special 
Events Coordinator Stephanie Duquenne 
at saduque@IllinoisState.edu.
alUmni reach oUt to next  
Generation of isU stUdents
Alumni know the value of an ISU degree, 
which is one reason graduates are com-
ing together to help offset the rising costs 
students face. The total cost for attend-
ing Illinois State—including tuition, fees, 
room and board, books, transporta-
tion, and incidentals—is now more than 
$23,000 per year for an incoming in-state 
freshman. 
The Illinois State University Alum-
ni Association Scholarships program 
has been established to ease students’ 
financial obligations so they can focus 
on their education. The association has 
committed to building an alumni endow-
ment to fund multiple $2,000 renewable 
scholarships for deserving students. The 
program will help incoming freshmen, 
graduate students, community college 
transfer students, and distinguished 
seniors. The first $2,000 scholarship will 
be awarded this spring for fall of 2010.
It takes $50,000 to fund one $2,000 
annual scholarship on an ongoing 
basis. That total can be reached without 
much effort if alumni from across the 
country get involved, as there are more 
than 180,000 alumni. Donations of any 
amount are needed, and all gifts are tax-
deductible. Get involved today by going 
online to www.Advancement.ilstu.edu/
support. Your gift will not only make a 
difference in the life of a current student, 
but will help ensure your alma mater’s 
tradition of excellence and opportunity 
continues for future students as well. 
annUal alUmni sUrvey  
beGins aGain this sprinG
Members of the graduating classes of 
2009 and 2005 will be receiving a letter 
from Illinois State University President 
Al Bowman as an invitation to participate 
in the Annual Alumni Survey. Personal-
ized instructions will be included in the 
April mailing. 
Information provided through the 
online survey will be used to improve the 
educational experience at Illinois State. 
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Web extra
Illinois state’s e-newsletter, Identity: Valuing Our 
Diversity, has more information about the institute. Go 
online to www.MediaRelations.ilstu.edu/identity. 
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Gifts may also be made online at www.
Advancement.ilstu.edu/support.
athletics 
soccer team takes third  
championship in valley
The Redbird soccer team captured the 
2009 Missouri Valley Conference regu-
lar season championship for the third 
consecutive year. In total the Redbirds 
have won the conference seven times in 
program history.
“I don’t think you can ever get tired 
of winning a conference championship,” 
head coach Drew Roff said. “It says a lot 
about the kind of character we have as a 
team, especially our senior class.” 
The regular season ended with a 
2-0 win at home against Drake. The 
Redbird defense held the Bulldogs to 
just five total shots on the game to help 
sophomore Sasha Reiber earn her third 
conference shutout as goalkeeper for the 
the life and courage of Donna Mauk, who 
lost her life to cancer in 2008. The schol-
arship was awarded for the first time in 
the spring semester.
“I am so grateful to my ISU buddies 
for establishing the Friends of Donna 
Mauk Scholarship, and hope that we can 
help some students get through college 
during difficult times while dealing with 
the effects of cancer,” Steve said. “Help-
ing others is what Donna lived for, so it’s 
only fitting that we provide this scholar-
ship in her name.”
Although never a student at Illinois 
State herself, Donna became friends with 
many alumni through her marriage to 
Steve and the life they shared in Chan-
nahon. Their Illinois State friends united 
in the effort to endow this scholarship to 
benefit students whose lives have been 
impacted by cancer. 
Contact Executive Director of Devel-
opment Joy Hutchcraft by e-mail at 
jdhutch@IllinoisState.edu or by calling 
(309) 438-8041 to learn more about 
the scholarship or make a contribution. 
Participants will be eligible to win a VIP 
Homecoming package that includes a 
two-night stay at the Marriott Hotel and 
Conference Center conveniently located 
in uptown Normal, football tickets for 
two with tailgating opportunities, and 
a variety of other Homecoming event 
opportunities. For additional informa-
tion, contact the University Assessment 
Office at (309) 438-7021 or send an 
e-mail to mbfulle@IllinoisState.edu.
development
scholarship benefits  
cancer sUrvivors
College friends surprised alumnus Steve 
Mauk ’79 by establishing the Friends of 
Donna Mauk Memorial Scholarship. The 
scholarship helps students who have 
lost a parent to cancer, or are battling or 
survived cancer themselves. It honors 
UniversityNews
black colleagues association scholarships awarded
Members of Illinois State University’s Black Colleagues Asso-
ciation (ISUBCA) continue their efforts to support students 
financially. Funds from four scholarships were awarded last fall 
during Homecoming, including the Judge Russell R. DeBow 
Scholarship and Vincent Lionel Davis Scholarship. 
Junior Lorryn Neely, sophomore Gordon Booker, and 
freshman Raven Nance 
received $1,000 from 
the DeBow fund. Neely 
maintained a grade point 
average of 3.0 or higher 
to receive the scholarship 
for the second consecu-
tive year. The fund honors 
DeBow, who was a 1935 
graduate and a charter 
member of the ISUBCA.   
Freshman Tiara 
Mackins was awarded 
$1,000 from the Davis 
scholarship. The fund 
honors the memory of the 
1981 graduate, who died in the line of duty as an employee of 
the Dallas fire department.  
Freshman Ashley Mahon received the President’s Book 
Scholarship, funded by the Office of the President. Senior 
RoDina Williams and freshman Meagan Stokes received the 
Vice President for Student Affairs Book Scholarship.
All recipients received 
assistance for the 2009-2010 
academic year. Entering and 
continuing African-American 
undergraduate and graduate 
students are eligible to apply. 
Applications are available 
online at www.alumni.ilstu.
edu/isubca or by e-mailing 
khowell@IllinoisState.edu. 
The deadline for submission 
is May 1. Contributions to the 
DeBow or Davis scholarship 
funds may be made online 
at www.Advancement.ilstu.
edu/support.
students supported by the IsUBCa include, front row, from left, ashley Mahon, Meagan 
stokes, Raven nance, and RoDina Williams. Back row, from left, are President al Bow-
man, alumni association President Gary tiffany ’74, students lorryn neely and Gordon 
Booker, student affairs Vice President steve adams, and University advancement Vice 
President Dianne ashby. 
Redbirds, and fifth total shutout on the 
season. 
The successful season was built on 
an eight-game winning streak, which tied 
the program record for most consecutive 
wins in a season. The last time the Red-
birds won eight straight games was in 
2001. The Valley record is nine consecu-
tive wins. The Redbirds finished fourth 
in program history for points in a season 
at Illinois State with 96, and goals in a 
season with 36.
redbird captUres conference  
title in cross coUntry
Senior Scott Krapf captured the individ-
ual title in the 2009 State Farm Missouri 
Valley Conference (MVC) Cross Country 
Championship last fall. He covered the 
8K course in 25:47 to earn all-MVC hon-
ors for finishing in the top 10. Krapf was 
the only men’s runner to cross the finish 
line before the 26-minute mark, and the 
first Redbird to capture the individual 
championship since Christian Goy in 
2002.
“I made a move early in the race, 
and I knew I wasn’t going to look back,” 
said Krapf, who is a kinesiology and 
recreation major. He received the Doug 
Collins Male Scholar-Athlete of the Year 
award and the Impact Award.
“To cap my senior cross country 
season off like this is very special for me. 
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To come out on top is pretty neat, and 
it means a lot,” Krapf said. He led the 
men’s team to a third place finish with 
74 points. The Redbirds finished behind 
Indiana State and Southern Illinois. 
The women’s team took second 
place at the conference championships 
with 86 points, finishing behind Wichita 
State. Illinois State was led by juniors 
Sarah Glowacki and Kirsten Lang. Both 
finished the 5K race in the top 10 to earn 
all-MVC accolades for the first time in 
their careers. Glowacki’s time was 19:13, 
with Lang finishing in 19:14.
eldridGe named player of the year 
in preseason valley vote
Illinois State men’s basketball senior 
guard Osiris Eldridge was tabbed as 
the 2009 Missouri Valley Conference 
preseason player of the year by a panel 
of league sports information directors, 
head coaches, and media members in 
a vote taken last fall. He was one of 
five Valley student-athletes named to the 
league’s preseason all-conference team. 
Eldridge was named the 2009 State 
Farm Missouri Valley Conference Tour-
nament Most Outstanding Player. He is 
a two-time first-team all-league selection, 
and was named to the conference’s all-
defensive team for the first time in his 
career last season. He led the Redbirds 
last season with 52 steals and 83 assists, 
averaging 14 points per game and 6.2 
boards.
On the women’s side, senior guard 
Maggie Krick was named to the pre-
season all-Valley team for the second 
consecutive year. Krick is the Univer-
sity’s leading returner in scoring, three-
point field goals, assists, steals, and min-
utes. She was a preseason all-Valley pick 
before last season, and was named to the 
all-Valley second team after averaging 
12.6 points per game.
Both teams were projected to have a 
strong season. The men were predicted 
to finish third in the Valley, with the 
women ranked second in the poll. Get 
current information about both teams 
online at GoRedbirds.com. Tickets are 
available by calling (309) 438-8000.
Editor’s Note: Letters on issues 
discussed in Illinois State or relat-
ing to university news or policies 
are welcome. All letters should be 
limited to 250 words or less and 
are subject to editing. Send e-mail 
to sjblyst@IllinoisState.edu; fax to 
(309) 438-8411; or mail to Illinois 
State, Illinois State University, 
Campus Box 3420, Normal, IL 
61790-3420. 
to the editor,  
I was deeply touched by Presi-
dent Bowman’s account of stu-
dent Kaitlin Haas ’09, who had 
to forgo her studies on campus 
after being diagnosed with a 
terminal illness (First Word, fall 
2009). When it became apparent 
that she was unable to complete 
her degree, ISU administrators, 
staff, and trustees worked with 
Kaitlin’s family and her hospice 
care team to organize a backyard 
graduation ceremony, bestowing 
a bachelor’s degree weeks before 
her untimely death.  
As executive director of the 
American Academy of Hospice 
and Palliative Medicine, I am 
fortunate to work closely with 
thousands of doctors, nurses, 
volunteers, and other caring indi-
viduals committed to providing 
comfort and emotional support 
to patients with advance illness 
throughout the final months of 
life. Each day I am inspired by 
their work, and unwavering com-
mitment to their patients and 
families. 
I am equally proud of my 
alma mater, Illinois State Univer-
sity, for the genuine compassion 
and kindness it showed to Kaitlin 
and demonstrates with other stu-
dents during difficult and unex-
pected times.  
Steve R. Smith ’89, ’93
Letters
A four-leaf clover was tucked between the pages of a children’s reader. So was a 
ticket stub to the Chicago World’s Fair, along with brittle leaves and paper dolls. 
Not terribly unusual finds in children’s books, except that the owners have been 
gone for years. 
The 19th century primers with forgotten treasures tucked in between cotton 
soft sepia pages are protected in Milner Library’s Special Collections and Rare Book 
Room. When librarian Maureen Brunsdale discovers such unusual bookmarks, she 
leaves them alone.
“These books really meant something to these kids,” she said. “Reading was the 
gateway to a better life. When they put a four-leaf clover in there, how cool is that?”
As she walks into the locked vault on Milner’s sixth floor—a room accessible by 
one of only three keys—she sometimes feels a strange connection to those who’ve 
paged through the books before, as long as 500 years ago. The oldest book, dated 
1498, is a religious text. 
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Priceless pieces 
preserved in Milner’s 
special collections
By KATE ARThuR
Beyond the stacks 
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“There are times when I come back here and 
I’ll just pick up a vibe, find myself drawn to look at 
something, and I’ll find something I never thought I 
would,” she said.
She’s joked with her staff that they should 
listen for her shriek of discovery. There have been 
times when she has been unable to contain her 
enthusiasm, such as the day she opened a file 
drawer to find a Christmas card signed by baseball 
legend Ty Cobb. The scorecard inked by more than 
a dozen baseball hall-of-Famers was equally thrill-
ing. Then there was the North Pole tome signed 
by explorer Robert Perry, and the county directory 
with u.S. Supreme Court Justice David Davis’ sig-
nature scrawled inside the cover.
Former Library Assistant Lyndsey Carney 
remembers her biggest find. As she was brows-
ing through Charles Dickens’ works, her fingers 
stopped on one of the volumes. When she opened 
it, a small envelope fell to the floor. Inside she 
found an autographed photo of Dickens, which 
proved authentic. That made her wonder who 
owned the book, why the photo was placed 
inside, and how it could have been overlooked all 
those years. 
“It just fires your imagination to think about 
it,” Carney said of the questions that will never 
have answers.
Such intrigue is just one reason special col-
lections make a library unique. “We have so many 
vanilla libraries today because of what’s available 
online,” former university Libraries Dean Cheryl 
Elzy said. “We have the same things, and subscribe 
to the same things. Special collections represents 
the treasures we’ve been able to collect.”
Brunsdale agrees that Milner’s single room 
crammed with 35,000 volumes, along with scores 
of other materials, is what separates the univer-
sity’s library from other academic collections. Put-
ting a price tag on Milner’s collection 
would be impossible. A single book, 
like a 16th century German text on 
horse training, one of only two known 
copies, is valued at more than $29,000. 
Calls from Australia, Rome, and all 
over the world confirm Milner’s unique 
holdings, as Brunsdale fields questions 
sparked by Illinois State’s vast collec-
tion of Lincoln works and impressive 
children’s literature collection. But as 
any sixth-floor librarian can answer, it 
is the university’s extensive circus and 
allied arts collection that makes Milner’s 
collection unique.
The collection began in the mid 1950s when 
Eleanor Welch, director of Milner Library for 30 
years, provided the funding to celebrate the com-
munity’s rich circus history. A donation by Wis-
consin collector Sverre Braathen nearly doubled 
its size, making it one of the most comprehensive 
circus collections in the world. Staff used a univer-
a photo of Charles Dickens, 
with the famous author’s 
signature on the back, is a 
priceless piece in Milner’s 
treasured collection. 
While the circus collection 
is perhaps best known, 
Milner has a variety of 
items, opposite page. Many 
are donated by alumni.   
“special collections is a hidden gem, 
but I’m a believer in not hiding things.  
I want people to know we’re here.”
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Researchers and filmmakers documenting 
circus life often rely on Milner Library. A Los 
Angeles filmmaker wanted to interview trapeze 
artist Tony Steele, and came to the university 
to do it. Brunsdale has answered calls from The 
Smithsonian Institute, and a man in Italy who 
just wanted someone to describe the cover of 
an 1800s circus book to him phoned in as well. 
When she offered to digitize it for him, he was 
thrilled.
That’s just part of the service the library 
offers, usually at no charge. Although students 
and visitors can’t go into the vault, librarians 
help them find what they’re looking for, and 
bring it to one of the old oak tables in the read-
ing room. 
“Special collections is a hidden gem, but I’m 
a believer in not hiding things,” Brunsdale said. 
“I want people to know we’re here.”
Special collections and rare books was 
neglected for a long time, Elzy said. Resources 
were needed elsewhere. But in the last few years 
that’s changed. She’s hoping that a Milner reno-
vation will lead to a doubling of space, and a 
climate-controlled environment where the librar-
ians don’t have to cross their fingers every time 
there’s a heavy rain.
Expanding Milner’s special collections by 
buying what’s out there isn’t going to happen; 
the annual book’s budget is about $1,000. The 
library depends on the generosity of donors who 
turn their collections over to the library. For 
example, an alum recently called Elzy to offer a 
string of Newberry Award books from the 1950s 
to the present, all signed. 
sity food service truck to deliver the 5,300 books, 
photos, musical scores, and business ledgers to 
Milner. No detail was lost, as bills tell what the 
Ringling Brothers had to pay for hay and water 
rights when they were in town. Meals costing 15 
cents were documented. 
And then there’s the personal correspon-
dence. A letter written by aerialist helen Walenda 
admits she was afraid to go back on the wire after 
a fall. “My nerves are not the same anymore as 
they used to be. To tell the truth, I am afraid on 
the wire,” she said.
“you get to know them through reading their 
letters,” Carney said. “you get to know their sto-
ries so you feel a connection to them.”
The letters sometimes bring tragedy closer 
too, like the stark letter from the coroner’s office 
following the 1944 Big Top fire that killed 250 
spectators in hartford, Connecticut. Some of 
the victims were clawed to death while trying to 
escape through the animal chutes. 
“We have so many vanilla libraries today.
...special collections represents the  
treasures we’ve been able to collect.”
librarian Maureen Brunsdale 
never knows what gems 
she will find in the stacks 
of rare books housed on 
Milner’s sixth floor. some 
of her most fascinating 
discoveries have been made 
within the pages of chil-
dren’s books, right.  
the most valuable book in 
Milner’s collection,  
opposite page, is a horse 
training text from the 16th 
century. It is valued at 
more than $29,000.
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“To think an alum would donate them to us was 
terrific. She knew we would preserve and take care of 
them for generations to come. It’s just great that our 
alums think enough of our 
collection to do that.”
Another recent addi-
tion came from a gradu-
ate who worked in spe-
cial collections while 
getting his master’s in 
music. Ted Nichelson 
’96, a California free-
lance harpist, authored 
Love to Love You Brad-
ys: The Bizarre Story of 
the Brady Bunch Variety 
Show. The papers used 
to write the book, along with materials collected 
from the cast and crew, will be given to Milner. 
Because of a lack of space, those materials 
will likely be stored in the archives. Described 
by university Archivist Jo Rayfield as a “junior 
partner” to special collections, the archives can 
be found in a warehouse just a few miles from 
campus. It is there that 
Rayfield catalogs and 
protects everything from 
first Illinois State uni-
versity President Charles 
hovey’s sword to cir-
cus performers’ trunks, 
stacks of unsold tickets, 
and a block and tackle 
used to pull up a tent 
in 1919.
Why the block and 
tackle?
“It’s a document,” 
Rayfield said. “When you have the equipment 
they worked with, you have a better sense of how 
they made this work. It gives you a sense of how 
people did what they did.”
The Special Collections and Rare Book Room in Milner Library 
has more than 35,000 volumes, and thousands of other types 
of materials. Go to www.Library.ilstu.edu/page/396 for more 
information and library hours, or contact librarian Maureen 
Brunsdale by e-mail at mbrunsdale@IllinoisState.edu. Materi-
als do not circulate, but are available for use within Special 
Collections. Some may be photocopied. The most noteworthy 
collections are:
Circus and Allied Arts collection: One of the most comprehen-
sive collections in the world with 
more than 5,300 books, along with 
thousands of other materials, from 
photos and music to performers’ 
trunks and business ledgers.
Lincoln Collection of Harold K. Sage: 
A personal collection of more than 2,500 
books and other materials covering Abra-
ham Lincoln’s life and work. Sage grew 
up in Normal, not far from Lincoln’s close 
friend and Illinois State’s founder Jesse Fell.
The International Collection of Child 
Art: Containing more than 8,500 
images from 50 countries, this col-
lection includes 16 traveling exhibits 
showing a cross-section of artwork by 
children from around the world. The 
digital collection can be viewed at www.Library.ilstu.edu/icca.
Children’s Literature collections: Includes the works of Lois 
Lenski, a popular American author and illustrator; also a his-
torical textbook collection from the 19th century, British and 
American children’s fiction, and a cross-section of American 
children’s trade books from the 1920s to the 1960s.
Brady Bunch collection: This newest collection features scripts 
and sheet music from The Brady 
Bunch Variety Hour, a 1970s variety 
show that followed the 1960s sit-
com. Ted Nichelson ’96, author of 
Love to Love You Brady’s, donated his 
research materials for the book. He 
hopes the cast and crew of the show 
will add to the collection.
Inside the treasure trove
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Voices from the past come to life through campus library
Barbara Shave has an unusual connection 
to Illinois State. She is tied to the Univer-
sity through words penned 145 years ago 
by her great, great aunt Laura Geddes, 
who enrolled during the 1800s.
The words are badly faded now, 
which is one reason Shave contacted 
Illinois State from her home in British 
Columbia, Canada. She needed help pre-
serving the letter Geddes wrote from 
campus to her mother on May 7, 1865. 
Shave also sought someone to share her family’s enthusiasm 
over the letter’s content, which includes an account of President 
Abraham Lincoln’s funeral train as it passed near campus on its way 
to Springfield. She found both with Beth Schobernd, associate dean 
for technical services at Milner Library. 
Schobernd oversees the Center for Conservation and Preser-
vation, which is another hidden gem at Milner. Started through a 
grant, the center has equipment to protect and repair everything 
from damaged book bindings to individual pages tattered over 
time. Beyond maintaining Milner’s collection, the center does 
recovery work for other libraries.
By the time she found Schobernd last summer, Shave had spent 
months looking for a way to protect the priceless letter that was 
discovered behind a brick 
in the basement wall of 
a relative’s Illinois home. 
“We humidified and 
flattened the document, 
encapsulated it in Mylar, 
and scanned it,” Schober-
nd said of the letter 
that sparked enormous 
excitement at Milner, as 
it dates back to Illinois 
State’s first decade.
Geddes mentioned all of the writing required for then Illinois 
State President Richard Edwards, who led her class on the theory 
and art of teaching. The work curtailed her ability to write home as 
often as she intended, however, she did take time to send the letter 
that detailed her memories from “a week long to be remembered 
at Normal.” 
Geddes joined other students at 3 a.m. for the historic moment 
as Lincoln’s body was returned to Springfield for burial. “The station 
house was draped in mourning and there were several appropriate 
mottoes. They raised an arch over the track. It was all wreathed with 
cedar and white plum blossoms and across it was the motto ‘Go to thy 
rest,’” Geddes wrote. 
“The lady students got up a wreath of the most beautiful flow-
ers I ever saw to be placed on the coffin. On a card was written 
‘Here is a man whose like we shall never see again’ on one side, 
on the other ‘We bring flowers because we loved him, Normal 
Students.’ This card was fastened on with the richest bow of white 
ribbon and crepe.” 
Shave recognized the letter as a “treasure that so closely 
relates to the earliest history of Illinois State University.” She eager-
ly shared it during a campus visit last summer with Schobernd 
and University Archivist Jo Rayfield. They soon learned the Geddes 
document was just one of many historical treasures Shave collected 
while tracing her family’s legacy from Ireland and Scotland to 
Pennsylvania and Illinois.  
“I have 55,000 relatives in my database,” said Shave, who has 
letters from four branches of her extended family. Their words 
reveal lives interwoven for 60 years by events that changed the 
nation. Dating back to the War of 1812, the letters document 
brothers split during the Civil War, the pioneer experience, and the 
Gold Rush. 
Other letters specific to events of the Midwest tell of the 
Mormon Church’s early history in Illinois, and Lincoln’s career as a 
young politician taking on Stephen Douglas. Shave collected other 
documents that are equally priceless, including parchments signed 
by Martin Van Buren, and a school edition of Uncle Tom’s Cabin ref-
erenced by Geddes in her letter home.
“These letters hold an American and Illinois epic that is waiting 
to be told,” Shave said. As a writer, Shave hopes the University can 
provide the partnership she needs to publish the wealth of informa-
tion that has been protected by her family for generations. She also 
hopes she will be able to transfer the entire estate collection to Illi-
nois State’s archives to be preserved for generations to come.
“We are ecstatic,” Rayfield said, noting the University has never 
received such an extensive and extraordinary collection. “These 
letters are not just gold, they are platinum,” she said. Most archival 
materials are obtained from individuals within the campus commu-
nity, making Shave’s gift even more unique and appreciated.  
Rayfield and Schobernd are assembling a team across disci-
plines that will include faculty and students to research, decipher, 
and share the invaluable collection. Shave expressed relief and joy 
that the University can help her achieve the goal of voicing the his-
tory recorded by her relatives. 
“I need to entrust these letters somewhere and get these sto-
ries out, or they will disappear,” Shave said. “If we don’t tell their 
stories, who will tell ours?”
Editor’s note: Preserve a family heirloom through the Illinois State’s Center for 
Conservation and Preservation by becoming a member of the Friends of Milner 
Library. New members receive two certificates for conservation treatments, 
with an additional two certificates issued when memberships are renewed 
annually. For more information contact Toni Tucker at (309) 438-7402 or by 
e-mail at ttucker@IllinoisState.edu.
alumna laura Geddes
WEB EXTRA
Read a transcription of laura Geddes’ letter online at  
www.Illinois state.edu/alumni-magazine. 
lincoln’s funeral train passed near campus in 1865.
Sweet  
Success
Ag alumna finds the flavors that  
distinguish  Wrigley’s candy
by Kate arthur
When her grandmother would pull a tissue from her black vinyl purse, it always smelled like wintergreen. helen 
Stoll always carried a roll of Life Savers,® using them to calm a 
squirmy child in church, reward good behavior, or take the sting 
out of a bad day.
Sometimes she’d carry a fruit-flavored roll. Dori byard ’96 
 and her sister would fight over the cherry like they’d fight 
over the swirl in the center of a new tub of butter. 
When byard went to college and her grandmother 
visited, she’d always leave behind a roll of cherry Life 
Savers.
 “I wish I could tell her I’m buying the flavors 
and colors now,” byard said from her 10th-floor 
Michigan avenue office at the Wm. Wrigley 
Jr. Company in Chicago. as the company’s 
global sourcing manager, the 35-year-old 
seeks out the flavors, colors, coolants, 
and menthol for the popular chew-
ing gum and candies rolling out of 
14 countries. 
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Managing the supply chain for brands like 
big red,® Skittles,® and altoids® means byard goes 
from sampling gum flavors in Wrigley’s Chicago 
lab, to walking through menthol fields in India, 
or working through a customs issue in russia or 
China. 
On a shelf near the window in her office sits a 
chip-sized glass bowl that holds a dozen different 
packages of gum. Fishing through it, she reels off 
exotic names like Solstice, Zing, Cobalt, Lush, and 
Flare. When her supply gets low, she simply stops 
the gum lady who pushes a gum cart through the 
corporate-quiet hallway. 
the surroundings are almost surreal for 
byard, who has come a long way from the once-
homesick child who was rarely allowed to chew 
gum as a child. When she left her parents’ Chest-
nut farm for Illinois State, it was only a 45-minute 
drive away. She was comfortable on campus, and 
enrolled thinking she’d study pre-law or educa-
tion. by the end of her first year, she’d ruled out 
both. Not knowing what she wanted to do was so 
unsettling that on a visit home, she walked out to 
the field to ask her dad for his advice.
 “I was kind of panicking. I felt like I was 
wasting my parents’ money. I can still remember 
sitting in the combine, crying, saying, ‘Dad, what 
am I going to do?’ he told me to just take one ag 
class.”
although she was reluctant because she knew 
she didn’t want to return to the farm or live in a 
small town, she took an agriculture in developing 
countries course. the class was taught by Jeffrey 
Wood, who is now dean of the College of applied 
Sciences and technology. by the end of the semes-
ter, she was an ag business major. 
byard started her career as a grain merchan-
diser for archer Daniels Midland in Decatur, 
buying and selling corn, soybeans, and vegetable 
oils. In 2001 she moved to Kraft Foods Global, 
where she bought cream, condensed skim, and 
oil for cookies, crackers, frozen pizzas, and cream 
cheese. She managed the occasional company 
crisis, like running out of hot dogs on the Fourth 
of July, a halloween candy shortage, and a tanker 
spilling 48,000 pounds of oil across an interstate. 
She decided to move out of her comfort zone 
in 2008, leaving behind familiar commodities to 
join Wrigley. She never thought she’d be stand-
ing in a field in India, empathizing with menthol 
farmers who’d lost crops to a monsoon—farmers 
who still use water buffalo to pull their plows.
 “being a farmer’s daughter, I understood,” 
she said. “It’s hard. their farm may be the equiva-
lent of one acre, and this menthol is their cash 
crop for the year. these are people who are living 
on the edge of existence.”
When she was talking with the farmers, she 
turned to see more than a dozen villagers lined 
up on the side of the road staring at her. respect-
ful, they were curious about this fair-skinned 
Westerner in blue jeans. She brought gum for the 
children. Some of them had to be taught through 
an interpreter how to chew it.
Working in such an environment creates 
obstacles, including how to move products 
between countries. byard notes that the task is 
a little more difficult than moving soybeans on a 
barge down a river. 
“When you’re talking about something that 
starts in a field that’s being plowed by an ox, 
it’s quite a supply chain to get it to our plant in 
Georgia or toronto,” she said. “and when you’re 
sourcing for China and especially russia, it’s a bit 
International travel is crucial in Dori Byard’s search for ingredients that 
make Wrigley’s gum and candy unique. she finds flavors, colors, coolants, 
and menthol in visits to China, Russia, and India. she experienced travel by 
camel, above, during a visit to the taj Mahal in India.
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of a challenge because of the importation laws. It 
takes longer to get things through customs. that 
adds a whole new dimension to the supply chain.”
Product development can be equally compli-
cated and enjoyable for byard. a peanut M&M® 
fan, she was excited by the thought of buying 
colors for the candies when Mars, Incorporated 
acquired Wrigley in October of 2008. 
It turned out her company wouldn’t handle 
the chocolate portfolio, only the nonchocolate 
confections such as Skittles® and Starburst.® but 
she does get to buy the speckles that adhere to 
gum, and worked with a plant in asia to acquire 
the edible glitter. Just don’t ask her what is used 
to make the speckles.
“that’s top secret,” she said. 
So is any hint of what gum might be on the 
horizon as Wrigley tries to predict what image-
conscious young adults and teens will want to 
chew two years from now. Secret code names are 
given to the stringy masses being cooked up in 
Wrigley’s Global Innovation Center, a Chicago 
research facility. 
It’s not unusual for staff to be asked to chew 
new flavors at a meeting, clearing their palates 
with crackers or Gummi bears. “We can do two 
things at once,” she said with a laugh. “It’s hard to 
believe you have a bunch of people sitting around 
chewing gum and spitting into cups at meetings.”
In the midst of the work, byard has found a 
way to stay grounded. On top of her computer 
there’s a thumb-sized John Deere tractor. It’s there 
to remind her of her Central Illinois roots, which 
run as deep as those of the corn she used to tug 
out of the beans. 
She remembers and appreciates not only her 
family, but the university. If it wasn’t for Illinois 
State’s agriculture Department, byard knows she 
might not have found her place in agriculture.
“I was raised in a very small town with people 
who were very open and generous, and I had pro-
fessors like that,” she said, as their names started 
rolling out. “I felt very much at home there. the 
faculty remembers me when I come back. Some of 
my friends who graduated from larger schools are 
blown away by that. the years I spent getting my 
degree at ISu were some of my best.”
 When she visits her parents, byard no longer 
has to ask her dad for advice. but she still thinks 
about something he told her when she said she 
didn’t have any idea what she wanted to do with 
her life.
“he said, ‘trust me. you like agriculture more 
than you think you do.’ and he was right.”
 
“ I was raised in a very small town with people who 
were very open and generous, and I had professors 
like that.”
Byard never anticipated working for a global company. she credits her 
father and Illinois state agriculture professors for helping her find her 
passion as an ag business major.  
WEB EXTRA
Did you know that there is a campus link to Wrigley’s? 
learn more about the unique connection by going online 
to www.Illinoisstate.edu/alumni-magazine. 
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Leo Sherman fulfilled the dream Illinois State 
prepared him to pursue. For years he enjoyed 
a career in education, mentoring students as a 
teacher and administrator. By the fall of 2008, 
Sherman was ready for a break from his profes-
sional duties and followed another passion. He 
took to the seas to be a part of his friend’s quest to 
circumnavigate the world.
The adventure nearly cost him his life. 
“I had been a superintendent of schools for 
15 years in four different districts, a building 
administrator for nine years, and a teacher for 
four,” said Sherman, who graduated in 1977 with 
a bachelor’s degree. He completed a master’s in 
1982, and a certificate of advanced study in 1988, 
all in education. 
He is now the vocational director for Iroquois 
County Schools in Illinois, which is the job he resumed 
after taking a year of unpaid leave to sail a 43-foot 
catamaran with an Illinois friend, Quen Cultra.
“I wanted a change from my job situation. 
While the trip might not have been the best timing 
leo sherman, above, is a 
changed man as a result of 
a near-death experience in 
the Indian ocean.
Defying death
Shipwrecked alum 
has an amazing  
saga of survival By Megan Murray ’09 
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for my career, it was a once-in-a-lifetime opportu-
nity,” Sherman said. 
Cultra, who had sailed around the globe in 
the 1960s, built a vessel named Queequeg II. He 
began his second attempt in 2007 with first mate 
Joe Strykowski from Florida. Sherman joined 
the initial crew for 40 days in 2008, connecting 
in Key Largo, Florida. They passed through the 
Panama Canal on Sherman’s 55th birthday. He 
flew back to his Illinois home in gilman, while 
Cultra’s adventure continued. Sherman rejoined 
his captain friend and Strykowski in australia in 
the fall of 2008.
“as we left Townsville, australia, our trip 
began by sailing over the great Barrier reef. It 
was beautiful. We fished every day and anchored 
up almost every night, until we got to the north-
ern coast of australia. about the time we got to 
Cooktown, it was turtle mating season. There were 
turtles everywhere,” Sherman said.
“It was the chance of a lifetime, all of it. That’s 
why I took a year off. I was sick of watching it 
on television, and reading about it in books and 
magazines. I wanted to experience it.” 
The crew journeyed to Thursday Island, then 
on to Darwin, australia. “It was just one adventure 
after the other,” Sherman said. Little wind and low 
fuel forced them to stop in Kupang, Indonesia—a 
primitive place on east Temor Island. after refuel-
ing they were on course for Bali. “There were pure 
white beaches and incredible coastlines,” Sher-
man recalled. “It was breathtaking.”  
Back in australian waters, a storm hit that 
damaged the rigging. The crippled Queequeg 
II sailed into Christmas Island. The men stayed 
for 29 days, which was “critical to the voyage. It 
delayed us enough to put us in the Indian Ocean’s 
cyclone season,” Sherman said.
On December 14 the three men began a six-
day journey to Cocos Keeling Island. From there 
the plan was to navigate a three-week stretch 
across the Indian Ocean before reaching the 
island nation of Mauritius.
“We were headed through the middle of the 
Indian Ocean. We were sitting on three-mile-deep 
water, 2,500 miles away from anything. about 15 
days out I thought, ‘What am I doing here?’ But we 
were making about 100 miles a day, and finally on 
day 22 we saw land—Mauritius Island,” Sherman 
said. “I had never been so glad to see land in my 
entire life.”
after a week of rest and relaxation the men 
checked the weather and decided to continue west 
to Madagascar, a run of about 560 miles. They 
did not predict the extreme weather that engulfed 
them by the fourth day. 
On January 20, 2009, Sherman was at the 
helm in the middle of a storm that would destroy 
the Queequeg II. The waves were 15 feet when he 
started his shift at 1 p.m., and had swelled to 50 
feet when Cultra took over at 4 p.m. 
Sherman headed for the kitchen. “I was starv-
ing. I was living on instant coffee and cup-o-soup. 
I had my heart set on frying up some potatoes.” 
Just 10 minutes after he had gone below deck, a 
50-foot wave hit. 
“It lifted the stern straight up, shot the nose 
of the boat into the water, and flipped the stern 
of the boat forward over the bow. It was just a 
monster wave,” Sherman said. “I went to pick up 
the potatoes and the next thing I know, all hell 
the Queequeg II was the 
vessel leo sherman’s friend, 
Quen Cultra, built for what 
was to be a journey around 
the world. Cultra, sherman, 
and Joe strykowski, from left, 
capsized in the Indian ocean. 
sherman was the only one of 
the trio to survive.
“ We were headed through the middle of the Indian 
Ocean. We were sitting on three-mile-deep water, 
2,500 miles away from anything. About 15 days out  
I thought, ‘What am I doing here?’”
Defying death
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breaks loose and I’m rolling over. Stuff is flying 
everywhere. I roll across the ceiling, then I stand 
up and I realize we’re upside down. Water is com-
ing in fast, and the door and window to the cock-
pit are gone. The hatches and forward window are 
broken and gaping open.” 
Cultra disappeared the moment the wave 
hit. Sherman found Strykowski. Together they 
secured the remaining water jugs, and determined 
the emergency position indicating radio beacon 
was working. Sherman found his scuba mask, and 
discovered air pockets on both sides of the boat. 
“I put on my mask and dive under. everything 
is covered in diesel fuel. as I surface back in the 
main salon after exploring the hulls, I can hear 
Joe calling my name. I lead him under water to 
the starboard hull,” Sherman said. “everything 
was happening so fast. Joe and I quickly realized 
we had to get to the other side. all of our things—
clothes, tools, fishing and scuba gear—were on the 
port side.
“after Joe found some rope, I dove through 
the main salon to the port hull. Joe was to fol-
low along the rope when I got to the other side. 
I swam across with the rope, secured it, and then 
tugged twice. This was Joe’s signal to come across 
to the other side. Joe was confident he could swim 
across even without a mask,” Sherman said. “I felt 
tugging, then more tugging, but Joe didn’t appear. 
I dove back under to the other side, and Joe was 
just gone.” 
realizing he now faced a dire situation alone, 
Sherman experienced a range of emotion. “I’m 
angry, I’m upset, and I’m alone.” 
Standing in a section of the boat that had 
filled up to his waist, Sherman had no time to 
ponder what happened to Cultra and Strykowski. 
He put on two dive suits he found among supplies 
that were still accessible, and made his way back 
to the other side of the broken boat as the storm 
raged on. 
He grabbed the two, five-gallon containers 
of water before finding the boat’s shower. With 
the three sides of the stall protecting him from 
debris, Sherman floated in waist-deep water for 
two days, surviving on soggy crackers and dried 
Bing cherries. 
“I was determined to stay alive,” said Sher-
man, who suffered numerous abrasions, deep cuts 
to one arm, and puncture wounds to both legs. 
He credits his survival on training from Cultra, 
who had instructed the men to stay with the boat 
should they capsize.
Darkness came fast that first night. When day 
broke Sherman started diving around the boat 
again, looking for anything that could help him 
“ It lifted the stern straight up, shot the nose of the 
boat into the water, and flipped the stern of the boat 
forward over the bow. It was just a monster wave.”
the adventure sherman 
sought took him to a world 
far from his work as an 
educator in Illinois. the 
map shows the part of the 
journey sherman experi-
enced, as well as where  
the monster wave hit.
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survive. By noon he was exhausted, but he had 
found a hammer and wood chisel that he used to 
cut a hole in the hull. Physical exhaustion, lack of 
food, and exposure was taking its toll.
The next morning Sherman looked out his 
improvised window and saw a Korean freighter. “I 
started waving things around, but they didn’t send 
the boat. I realized I was going to have to swim.”
Sherman strapped together some bags, and 
emptied the water jugs so he could use them as 
floatation devices. as he made his way onto the 
bottom of the boat, a wave knocked him off his 
feet and straight onto his back. Despite added 
pain from this new injury, Sherman swam the 
equivalent of two blocks to reach the freighter. 
“I start swimming but my boat is catching 
up with me as it moves with the waves and wind, 
and the freighter started toward me. My knee and 
ankle are caught between the two boats. I had a 
hold of a rope they had thrown down to me. I told 
them to pull, but they didn’t understand or hear 
me. So I am just floating between these two boats,” 
Sherman recalled. 
The pull of water under the freighter became 
a hazard. “The hull started hitting me in the head. 
By the third blow it had knocked my scuba mask 
off. I realized I was going to die if I didn’t let go of 
my things and use both hands to pull myself out 
from under the freighter with the rope.”
all of Sherman’s belongings floated away. He 
was entangled in a rope ladder as he was pulled 
25 feet up the side of the ship to safety on January 
22, 2009. Sherman was rescued from the Indian 
Ocean approximately 200 miles from the South-
east coast of Madagascar. He had drifted more 
than 80 nautical miles inside the capsized vessel.
The freighter’s crew cared for him for almost 
two weeks as the vessel traveled on to Luanda, 
angola. Despite some difficulty with airport immi-
gration officials, Sherman flew from Luanda to 
Johannesburg, London, and then finally to Chi-
cago. It was February 4 when he made it back to 
his family in gilman, including his wife, Barbara 
(getchell) ’76, M.S. ’84.
Since his rescue and return to his life as an 
educator, Sherman has had time to reflect on how 
his dream of living on the high seas turned into a 
nightmare. “I lost my best mates,” he said, noting 
Cultra and Strykowski were never found. 
The experience has changed him in ways that 
are indescribable. 
“I understand that one’s life is short and 
fragile. While I may have learned things from 
my experience, I continue to live in the same old 
world that I left to go traveling in 2008,” Sherman 
said. “Some say I’m bitter, more bitter than when I 
left. Many say I was spared for a reason, that I have 
something yet to do. Some say I haven’t changed. 
Others say this experience has had a major impact 
upon me, and maybe I’m even a little lost. Very 
honestly I’m still trying to sort it all out.”
One thing is certain and clear to Sherman. He 
will make his way back to the open water.
“I’m not done sailing,” he said. “Someday I 
will return to deep water, offshore sailing.”
“ I realized I was going to die if I didn’t let go of my 
things and use both hands to pull myself out from 
under the freighter with the rope.”
the last view sherman had 
of the Queequeg II came 
after he was pulled to safety 
on a passing freighter. the 
photo shows the window he 
created. sherman is shown 
with some of the Korean crew 
members who saved his life.
Walking across campus today it’s hard to envision the undeveloped prairie vista 
Illinois State’s founders encountered. Even more sobering is the scope of their task 
as they created the first public university in Illinois—building not just a curriculum 
but a physical infrastructure where it would be taught. 
The vision and determination of the men and women who shaped the Uni-
versity are remembered and lauded each February, as the campus community 
pauses to celebrate Founders Day. This year’s festivities will be held on the 18th, 
with events carefully chosen to emphasize Illinois State’s past, present, and future. 
The first graduating class, inset 
above, was honored in 1860. The 10 
students attended when the campus 
was still developing on the open 
prairie, above. The photo was taken 
looking south from the cupola of the 
Old Main Building in 1894.
by SUSan marqUarDT blySTonE
University’s rich legacy is  
focus of annual celebration
A Day to Remember 
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University’s rich legacy is  
focus of annual celebration
ISU’s legacy reaches back to February 18, 
1857. It was then that Gov. William bissell 
signed a bill creating a normal school. The bill 
stipulated that the community with the best 
inducements would become the school’s home. 
bloomington residents under the leadership of 
Jesse Fell raised $141,000. abraham lincoln, act-
ing as attorney for the board, drew up the bond 
guaranteeing the bloomington citizens would fulfill 
their financial pledges. 
Illinois State normal University was consequent-
ly founded as a teacher’s training institution. Class-
room doors opened in october of 1857 to a total of 
43 students. The founders, including first president Charles Hovey, must have 
sensed that they were providing more than just books and a place to study. They 
were literally building a community where teaching and learning would become 
not just a motto but a way of life. 
The work done by our founders more than a century ago established an 
environment that could and would grow to meet society’s changing needs. For in 
addition to focusing on the immediate demand for teachers in the 1850s, the Uni-
versity’s forefathers made provisions from the start for an expanded educational 
mission that today undoubtedly exceeds even their most ambitious expectations. 
Faculty, staff, students, and alumni can only ponder how Illinois State’s 
founders would respond to the University’s present landscape, the broad scope 
of academic programs, and the commitment to a mission that has evolved beyond 
teaching to include research and public service. 
Illinois State has developed into a multipurpose university with degree pro-
grams at the bachelor’s, master’s, and doctoral levels. The name was changed to 
Illinois State University in 1964 to reflect the expanding academic scope. 
Today the University is home to approximately 20,000 students from across 
the country and around the world. They meet on the campus—still prized for its 
convenient location in the center of the state—to pursue their personal and profes-
sional passion in classes across disciplines. 
now one of 12 public universities in Illinois, ISU has 34 academic depart-
ments offering more than 160 programs of study in six colleges. The College of 
applied Science and Technology (CaST) is home to students who are fascinated 
by robotics and manufacturing systems, want to explore the use of wind as an 
alternative energy source, care about the future of farming, or have a passion for 
the fashion industry. 
CaST trains students in horticulture and computer science, physical educa-
tion, safety, and construction management. Classes range from human develop-
ment to law enforcement, with internships and practicum experiences offered as 
important parts of the academic work. 
The College of arts and Sciences (CaS) offers the most majors and enrolls 
10,000 students. They study everything from bugs to brain functions, learn how to 
create a geologic map, speak a foreign language, or work with children overcoming 
speech impairments.
CaS students have the opportunity to become part of a team on the forefront 
of laser research, anchor the student television broadcast, or compete as a member 
of speech and debate teams that are consistently ranked among the nation’s best.
Three men who played an integral part 
in establishing Illinois state are, from left, 
Jesse W. Fell, Gov. William Bissell, and 
Charles Hovey, who became the Univer-
sity’s first president.
The College of business (Cob) prepares students to be industry executives, 
international entrepreneurs, and innovators who bring a new energy to the field. 
Graduates have what they need to succeed in unique programs, including the 
chance to manage a $400,000 investment portfolio or partner with a business to 
help it expand globally.
beyond the core majors of finance, accounting, marketing, and management, 
Cob offers a Professional Sales Institute, which has developed into one of the best 
programs of its kind in the world. There’s also insurance training unlike any found 
at other schools. 
Students in the College of Education (CoE) still help shape the next genera-
tion. The college has more than 3,000 students with a passion for touching lives 
by sparking minds. Degrees are offered in early education, elementary education, 
middle school education, secondary education, or special education.
Graduates are more than ready to enter their own classroom with confidence 
because the college has extraordinary student teaching opportunities, including 
Professional Development Schools that offer a full year of classroom experience. 
The College of Fine arts (CFa) trains students in theatre, music, and art. The-
atre majors shine on stage in productions that range from modern comedies to the 
classics of Shakespeare. art majors mold one-of-a-kind pieces in the college’s Glass 
House, while music students use their voices and instruments to wow audiences 
across the country and beyond. 
madrigal Dinners and the big red marching machine are just two traditions 
within CFa, which has a faculty committed to combining the fundamentals of the 
arts with contemporary technology. 
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The campus has grown and classrooms changed over time. 
students in the College of Business, above, are now accus-
tomed to smart classrooms that make technology part of the 
curriculum across disciplines.
mennonite College of nursing (mCn) has a 90-year history of preparing nurs-
es to be individual providers and innovative leaders in a field that has never been 
more in demand. The college is recognized nationally as a leader in best practice 
for elder adult care. 
mCn prepares nurses ready to nurture aging patients, 
as well as tackle national policy issues that impact long-term 
care. Students are challenged with a combination of teaching, 
research, and clinical practice in laboratories equipped with 
simulation technology. 
The majority of students in all the colleges are under-
graduates enrolled in courses so stellar that academic excel-
lence has been established across departments. Programs in 
education, business, sciences, fine arts, nursing, and applied 
sciences have earned national distinction and international 
praise. 
The fact Illinois State has obtained a 70 percent gradu-
ation rate speaks to both the quality of programs and level 
of satisfaction among students. From studying abroad to 
honors classes and leadership training, undergraduates find 
unique and challenging opportunities that give them a competitive 
advantage come graduation day. 
Students especially appreciate the University’s outstanding fac-
ulty, who are committed to making a personal connection. nearly 
90 percent of undergraduate classes are taught by faculty members, 
and the student-faculty ratio is 19 to 1. That’s why ISU students 
praise the personal attention they receive from faculty, and the qual-
ity of their education.
most of the 1,136 faculty members hold the highest degrees in their field, and 
are passionate about teaching undergraduate classes. many are teacher-scholars 
recognized at national and international levels because of their dedication to super- 
ior teaching.
The high-achieving students who enroll at Illinois State are able to partner on 
lab projects and research initiatives with faculty as undergraduates. They compete 
nationally and complete research internationally. They experience large-university 
opportunities, but in a small-college atmosphere.  
From convenience to caring, Illinois State is a unique university that empow-
ers students to pursue their passion. That fact is evident from the more than 
170,000 alumni living across the country, and making a difference by working 
around the world. This vast alumni base would be yet another surprise to the 
forefathers, especially given the first commencement ceremonies held in 1860 
celebrated the accomplishments of only 10 graduates. 
Such statistics help paint a vivid picture of how significantly the path charted 
by the University’s founders has widened. but the purpose of the journey along 
that path has remained constant throughout the years: Everyone associated with 
Illinois State continues the pursuit of knowledge that has become the institution’s 
heritage. That alone is cause for a Founders Day celebration.
WEB EXTRA
Find out more about this 
year’s Founders Day celebra-
tion and view photos by going 
online to www.Illinoisstate.
edu/alumni-magazine.
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The convocation is a highlight of  
the annual Founders Day celebration. 
President al Bowman welcomed 
Illinois Governor Pat Quinn at last 
year’s event. a bell-ringing ceremony 
is another tradition. The bell from 
Old Main remains on the Quad as 
a reminder of the University’s first 
campus building.
   itunes U lets alums
       experience campus on the go
Alumni Services 
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Did you know that Illinois state offers lectures in your car, campus updates in your kitchen, and high-
light reels while you walk? all are now readily available as the University seeks new ways to reach 
alumni and students. 
You can experience campus happenings from afar by using your 
iPod and going online to itunes U. the channel, which is available 
through the itunes store, features free, downloadable files. 
 Just what is available on itunes U? You’ll be surprised to find 
Illinois state faculty and staff have populated the University’s itunes U 
channel with more than 600 video, audio, and PDF files. 
now alums who live and work far from campus can once again 
tune into WGlt and access their favorite programs, such as Dean of 
Green and Jazz Next. Keynote speakers brought to campus months ago 
can still be heard. Milner library offers podcasts that capture the words 
of experts across disciplines, including authors, politi-
cians, and educators. 
each of the six colleges also offer a variety of pod-
casts that focus on departmental events, promotional 
materials, speakers, and lectures. alumni Relations pro-
vides updates for graduates of all ages, while Redbird 
fans can download athletics content created specifically 
with fans in mind.
While the options are numerous, the service can 
be accessed and navigated with ease. Users do not feel 
overwhelmed because files can be browsed easily by cat-
egories that include featured content, by college or campus area, or the top 10 downloads. alums who 
subscribe to a podcast are alerted when new content becomes available. 
to begin downloading Illinois state podcasts to your iPod or computer, visit www.itunesu.ilstu.
edu and click on “public materials.” itunes will then be launched on your computer, and you will be 
directed to the Illinois state University itunes U page. If you do not have itunes on your computer, you 
will be prompted to download the program for free. 
With so much content available and more programming constantly added, alums will be able to 
fill their iPods with Illinois state University information and happenings. What are you waiting for? Get 
downloading!
ResoURce:
iTunes U
Web sIte:
www.iTunesu.ilstu.edu
quick  reference
Editor’s note:  Are there former mentors you would like to  
connect with again? Illinois State staff will find them and share  
their updates in a future issue, including contact information.  
Send the names to Susan Blystone at sjblyst@IllinoisState.edu, call  
(309) 438-2667, or mail to 1101 N. Main Street, Normal, IL 61790. 
Jude Boyer was a tireless student advocate
Jude Boyer, M.A. ’68, spent 32 years at the University  
working on behalf of students. She served as the associate  
vice president of Student Affairs for the majority of her  
Illinois State career, which began after  
she had worked as a high school 
chemistry teacher in the Chicago  
suburbs.
When she came to Illinois State  
in 1968, it was not with the intent to  
work. She enrolled as a graduate  
student in the College of Education.  
The opportunity to begin a career in Student Affairs was  
a “fortuitous accident,” she said.
Of the many tasks she completed throughout her 
university career, her work to improve commencement 
ceremonies especially had a huge 
impact on students. The event moved 
from Horton Field House to Redbird 
Arena. The ceremonies were broken 
down by colleges, and each graduate 
crossed the stage. She also worked to 
implement the December graduation 
ceremony. 
Today Boyer is happily retired and living in  
Bloomington. She is an avid traveler, and also stays  
actively involved on campus as a member of the Illinois  
State University Annuitants Association Board of Directors  
and the University Club, which is an unofficial social  
network of former employees. 
E-mail address: jboyer1@IllinoisState.edu
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An alumni    
     perspective
I arrived on the Illinois State campus as a freshman with a plan. 
Get a degree in communications, and begin a career as a jour-
nalist. Fundamental writing and interviewing classes, mixed 
in with theory and plenty of application at the Vidette, helped 
me prepare for the decade I spent as a reporter. I started out on 
the police beat, but ended up covering higher education issues 
while working for the Bloomington 
Pantagraph.
The opportunity to write about Illi-
nois State made me see my alma mater 
differently. The more time I spent in 
meetings and covering events, the more 
I realized the University’s significant 
role beyond the obvious of shaping 
individual lives and bolstering the local 
economy. 
Faculty research impacts everything from governmental 
policy to classroom curricula. Alumni are experts making a dif-
ference in their chosen field across the country and around the 
world. Each article completed gave me a greater appreciation 
for Illinois State, and a strong desire to work for my alma mater. 
It has been a thrill the past 15 years to be a voice for the 
University. I consider it a privilege to serve as editor of Illinois 
State. The best part of my job is conversing with alumni and 
sharing their stories. Graduates from across the decades have 
expressed to me how much they treasure their collegiate years. 
Regardless of age or discipline, they voice appreciation for a 
strong academic foundation that enabled them to capture their 
personal and professional dreams.
I know firsthand from my years of seeing this campus 
from the perspective of a student, a reporter, and now the 
alumni magazine editor that Illinois State truly is a place where 
individuals pursue and develop their passion. 
My passion is writing features to reveal the excellence and 
endeavors that make Illinois State and its graduates uniquely 
stellar. What’s yours? Go online today and share your story at 
StateYourPassion.IllinoisState.edu. 
Susan Marquardt Blystone ’84, M.S. ’03
Editor-in-Chief, Illinois State
sjblyst@IllinoisState.edu
WeB eXTrA
Read more of Jude boyer’s 
reflections about her years 
in student affairs online 
at www.Illinoisstate.edu/
alumni-magazine.
Where are they now?
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lake superior college sociology instructor Marlise Riffel ’73, M.s. ’79, was named the 2009 Minnesota Profes-
sor of the Year by the carnegie Foundation for the advancement of teaching and the council for advancement 
and support of education.
the two entities partner to offer the U.s. Professors of the Year awards. Riffel was one of only 38 faculty 
selected from hundreds of individuals nominated last year by colleges and universities throughout the coun-
try. the award is the only national initiative specifically designed to recognize excellence 
in undergraduate teaching and mentoring.
Riffel began teaching at Rochester community college in 1983 after working for 10 
years in the human services field. she taught evening and weekend community-focused 
classes for the sociology department specifically so that she could work with nontradi-
tional students. 
the college staff named her outstanding Faculty Member of the Year in 1991. that 
same year she joined what is now lake superior college in Duluth, Minnesota. During her 
26 years of teaching, she has taught 16 different undergraduate courses, connecting with 
160 students each semester. 
 “I absolutely love sociology, and there is nothing I’d rather do than teach. My job is 
to create a desire to know and then to facilitate the development of students’ skills in find-
ing out,” said Riffel, who pioneered the use of computers in sociology classrooms at lake 
superior to teach students research skills. 
she and her lake superior colleagues eventually designed a “soc lab” with moveable 
tables and chairs for group work surrounded by computers for each student along the 
classroom walls. such flexibility in the classroom is crucial to Riffel, who uses a variety of 
formats that include face-to-face teaching in the classroom to online learning to a hybrid/
blended course. 
the combination helps Riffel achieve her goal, which is to “make the sociological per-
spective contagious.” she does just that by teaching with a zeal that engages her students 
and enriches their critical thinking.
“a good teacher is in love with her subject,” Riffel said. “she models for students how to wonder, how to 
struggle with conflicting data or polarized attitudes, how to settle for more questions than answers.”
class Notes 
Alumna chosen as one of 
                 the nation’s best professors 
WeB eXTrA
Illinois state chemistry Professor 
Gregory Ferrence is the 2009 Illinois 
Professor of the Year. Go online to  
www.Illinoisstate.edu/alumni-magazine 
to learn of his reaction to receiving such 
a high honor. 
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30s
Georgia Smiley Brockhouse ’34 is a 
retired elementary school principal 
from District 64 in Park Ridge. She 
is widowed and resides in North-
brook.
40s
Elston E. Roady ’42 is a political sci-
ence professor emeritus at Florida 
State University. He received a 
Distinguished Alumni Award from 
Illinois State’s Alumni Relations 
in 1986, and was named to the 
College of Arts and Sciences Hall 
of Fame in 2005. He and his wife, 
Priscilla, were married in June of 
2009. They reside in Tallahassee, 
Florida. 
Lillian Forcht Kwas ’44 is a retired 
home economics teacher. She was 
honored in 2009 by the American 
Association of Family Consumer 
Science for her 65-year membership 
in the organization. She and her 
husband, Eugene, reside in Austin, 
Texas.
Melvin H. Kuethe ’49 is retired from 
his teaching position at Edwards-
ville High School. He and his wife, 
Carolyn, reside in Edwardsville.
50s
Sue McQueen ’53 worked at Mount 
St. Clare College as chair of the 
Physical Education Department. 
She is a member of the college’s 
Athletic Hall of Fame. She was 
honored as one of the YWCA 
2009 Women of Achievement. She 
received the 2009 Unsung Hero/
YWCA Honoree award. She and her 
husband, Jack, reside in Clinton, 
Iowa. They have two children, four 
grandchildren, and one great-
grandson. 
60s
Wayne Whited ’61, M.S. ’67, has 
taught for 50 years and is now 
semiretired. He is a behind-the-
wheel high school driver education 
instructor. He and his wife, Linda, 
reside in Savoy.
Richard DePirro ’62, M.S. ’70, is 
a sculptor who has retired from 
teaching. He has opened ZeroArt-
Gallery in Brook, Indiana. He and 
his wife, Karen, reside in Saint 
John, Indiana. They are the parents 
of three sons. 
Rachel J. Musgrave McIntire ’64 
retired from Griggsville-Perry Unit 
4 after 41 years of teaching. She is 
widowed and resides in New Salem.
Lee Davis ’65, M.S. ’69, is a retired 
educator. He operates a business 
in eglomise art, is a P.I.A.A. track 
and field official, and has authored 
several articles on horological 
subjects. He still rides his Gamma 
Phi unicycle on occasion. He is the 
father of three daughters, and has 
two grandchildren. He resides in 
York, Pennsylvania. 
John Dossey ’65, M.S. ’68, has 
retired from Illinois State as a Dis-
tinguished Professor of Mathemat-
ics. His wife, Anne (Hodel) ’67, is 
retired from Unit 5 schools in Nor-
mal. They reside in Eureka. 
Larry R. Hafley ’65 is a self-employed 
motivational speaker. He resides in 
Algood, Tennessee. 
Gary E. Stevens ’65, Ed.D. ’92, has 
retired. He worked as a principal 
and administrator in Alaska, and 
an associate professor of education 
at Sheldon Jackson College in Sitka, 
Alaska. He and his wife, Emma, 
reside in Tasman, New Zealand. 
Edith (Witmer) Cozzi ’66 retired 
from the University of Michigan 
Health Services. She and her hus-
band, John, have retired to Phoenix, 
Arizona. They are the parents of 
two sons and three grandchildren. 
Marilyn (Hankins) Batton ’67 has 
retired from her position as a teach-
er of gifted students in the second, 
third, and fourth grades. She was 
recognized in Who’s Who Among 
America’s Teachers in 1994. She is 
widowed and resides in Spring Val-
ley, California.
Sheryl R. (Trudgian) Jones ’67 com-
pleted a master’s degree in social 
work from Aurora University. She 
is retired. Her first nonfiction book, 
Lillian’s Diaries: Whispers from 
Galena’s Past, was published in 
2009. She and her husband, Dennis 
’66, are retired and reside in Por-
tage, Michigan.  
Sharon Matthews Abrams ’68 has 
retired from the Berkeley County 
School District. She completed 31 
years of teaching, 30 of which were 
with Berkeley County. She resides 
in Goose Creek, South Carolina.
Beverly Hart ’68, M.A. ’73, is an 
assistant principal with Flanagan-
Cornell High School, where she 
teaches American studies and 
English. She was named a Voice 
of Democracy Teacher of the Year 
for Illinois in 2009. She resides in 
Wenona.
William M. Simpson, M.A. ’68, Ed.D. 
’79, has retired from the presidency 
at John Wood Community College 
in Quincy. He and his wife, Joyce, 
reside in Everett, Washington.
Sam Gore ’69 is retired from his 
position as the head of the Art 
Department at Mississippi College. 
He is a sculptor and resides with 
his wife, Marjorie, in Clinton, Mis-
sissippi. 
Simon B. Jones-Hendrickson ’69, 
M.S. ’70, is an economics profes-
sor at the University of the Virgin 
Islands. He is an author who has 
written Dana, Steven & Brenda. The 
novel is a sequel to Andy Browne’s 
Departure. He and his wife, Cora, 
Share your good news 
alumni are encouraged to share news on job changes, pro-
motions, special honors, retirements, marriages, births, 
and adoptions. Information will be published in the earliest 
possible issue, based on the order information is received 
and as space permits. Information submitted more than 
one year following the event will not be published. engage-
ments and pregnancies will not be published.
there are three easy ways to submit your 
information: 1) Go online to www.alumni.ilstu.edu, select 
“Redbird connections,” and click on “class notes.”  Infor-
mation submitted using this method will also be posted 
online; 2) e-mail your news to sjblyst@Illinoisstate.edu or 
aslevitt@Illinoisstate.edu; or 3) Mail your news to class 
notes, Illinois state University, alumni Relations, campus 
box 3100, normal, Il 61790-3100. Please include your 
graduation year, major, maiden name when applicable, 
and daytime phone number for verification purposes. 
For additional information, contact alumni 
Relations at (309) 438-2586 or (800) 366-4478, or by 
e-mail at alumni@Illinoisstate.edu.
arles Hendershott-love ’79 is such a proud graduate that she shows her Illinois state spirit 
even while on vacation. she and her husband, Joe, spread the Red while traveling to alaska last 
fall. they unfurled an IsU banner inside the crow’s nest on the Ms Volendam in Glacier bay. 
reside in Fredriksted, Virgin 
Islands.
Mel Vineyard ’69 is an audit director 
with the Naval Audit Service, which 
audits the Department of Navy, 
including the Marine Corps. His 
article “Passwords- I Hate Them” 
was published in the winter 2009 
issue of ASMC’s Comptroller maga-
zine. He and his wife, Mary, reside 
in Washington Grove, Maryland.
70s
Lynn Barnett ’70 has retired from 
her teaching position with Hines 
Primary School in Peoria, where 
she resides.
Diane L. Hodges ’70, M.S. ’72, is 
vice chancellor for Student Affairs 
at Indiana University Northwest 
in Gary, Indiana. She and her hus-
band, Judson, reside in Matteson. 
John Pryor ’70 has retired from 
Coolidge Middle School, where he 
was a special education teacher. 
His wife, Mary (Savoie) ’73, is an 
assistant store manager with Ashley 
Furniture in Mokena. They reside 
in Midlothian.
Joan (Prank) Romaniak ’70 retired 
in 2009 from her teaching position 
with School District 146 in Tinley 
Park. She taught for 26 years. She 
and her husband, Chet, reside in 
Oak Forest. They are the parents of 
three Illinois State graduates. Beth 
(Romaniak) Heise ’98, M.A. ’00, is a 
speech pathologist at Ingalls Hos-
pital. Peter ’00 is a sales representa-
tive at Daiichi Sankyo Pharmaceu-
ticals. Katie (Romaniak) O’Shea ’03 
is a project coordinator at Madden 
Communications. 
Bill von Rohr ’71 is the chief per-
formance officer with Dohmen 
Company in Milwaukee. He and 
his wife, Nancy, reside in Palmyra, 
Wisconsin.
Timothy F. Johnson ’72 has retired 
as a County Court 5 judge in Texas. 
He held the position for 23 years 
through six elections. He is now 
director of judicial support services 
in the Planning and Resource Man-
agement Department in San Anto-
nio, Texas. He resides there with 
his wife, Nancy. 
Dennis J. Murphy ’72, M.S. ’73, is 
a distinguished professor and 
extension safety specialist in the 
agricultural and biological engi-
neering department at Pennsylvania 
State University. He was named an 
American Society of Agricultural 
and Biological Engineers Fellow 
in 2009. He and his wife, Christy, 
reside in State College, Pennsyl-
vania.
Patrick Winters ’72 has more than 
30 years experience with not-for-
profit management, including as 
executive director of the Society 
for Maintenance and Reliability 
Professionals. He is the first, full-
time president of the Institute of 
Inspection, Cleaning and Restora-
tion Certification. He resides in 
Maylene, Alabama.
Jane (Kalkwarf) Diaz ’73 and her 
husband, Bill, co-own Diaz Sign 
Art, which is a family owned and 
operated business established in 
1979 in Pontiac, where they reside. 
The Diaz family was chosen as 
the 2009 recipients of the Illinois 
Humanities Council Studs Terkel 
Humanities Service Award. Family 
members were chosen as Pontiac 
Rotary Club’s Citizens of the Year 
in 2009, and served as grand mar-
shals of Pontiac’s Threshermen’s 
Reunion Parade last fall. 
Chris Israelson ’73, M.S. ’75, has 
worked as a school psychologist 
and administrator. He retired 
in 2009 from his position as 
the assistant superintendent for 
human resources with Valley View 
School District in Romeoville. He 
is now the personnel director with 
Highland Park Independent School 
District in Dallas, Texas. 
Kathy A. Ertmoed ’75 teaches fifth 
grade with Cass School District 63 
in Darien. She resides in Downers 
Grove.
Cheryl Alters Jamison ’75 and her 
husband, Bill, have written several 
travel books and cookbooks togeth-
er. The couple has been awarded 
four James Beard Foundation 
Awards for their cookbooks. The 
award is “the Oscar” of the food 
world. The couple resides in Santa 
Fe, New Mexico.
Mose A. “Tony” McWhorter ’75 is 
a director of federal contracts with 
Greater Richmond ARC. He served 
in the Marine Corps for 26 years. 
He and his wife, Donna, reside in 
Moseley, Virginia.
Richard R. Reimers ’75 is the CEO of 
ARC Community Support Systems 
in Teutopolis. He and his wife, 
Deborah, reside in Effingham.
David Bueltmann, M.A. ’76, was 
re-elected president of the Central 
Illinois District of the Lutheran 
Church-Missouri Synod (LCMS) 
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in 2009. He has been a minister 
in the LCMS for 41 years, and has 
served as president since 1995. He 
and his wife, Charlotte, have been 
married for 46 years. Parents to five 
children, they have 17 grandchil-
dren and two great-grandchildren. 
They reside in Buffalo.
Lyle Holycross ’76 has retired from 
his position as a fifth-grade teacher 
after 33 years of service at Edison 
Elementary School in Danville, 
where he resides. 
Barbra B. Lowenthal ’76 is a home 
office liability claims manager with 
Farmers Insurance in San Diego, 
California. She is a member of 
the Chartered Property Casualty 
Underwriters Society, and has been 
recognized by Who’s Who for her 
excellence throughout 33 years in 
the insurance industry. She resides 
in Carlsbad, California.
Betty Schneider, M.S. ’76, has 
retired from Danville Lutheran 
School after 26 years of service as 
a teacher in special education and 
primary grades. She retired from 
the principal’s position. She and 
her husband, Phillip, will make 
their retirement home in Farina. 
They are the parents of two sons 
and a grandson. 
Elizabeth Veith ’76 has retired 
from Liberty Elementary School in 
Danville after 33 years of teaching. 
She worked as a special education 
resource teacher. She resides in 
Danville.
James Zerwekh ’76 retired in 2008 
after 20 years with Tribune Broad-
casting. He held various adminis-
trative positions, including serving 
as director of programming/execu-
tive producer of sports and special 
the University’s past, present, and future were represented by Homecoming royalty dur-
ing october events. Members of the court included, andrew levitt and Kylie Punke, as 
prince and princess; Robert ’37, M.s. ’42, and Verda (stahly) Maurer ’39, of bloomington, 
as alumni king and queen; and Ryan Hall, political science senior, and Katie Pratt, manage-
ment senior, as student king and queen.
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Pause for applause
Foundation in 2009. He resides in 
Lombard. 
Barbara E. (Copeland) Aumiller ’78 
is the superintendent of Mount 
Prospect School District 57. She 
previously served as an assistant 
superintendent in Northbrook/
Glenview School District 20. She 
and her husband, Bryan, reside in 
Wheaton.
James “Hymie” Leszczynski ’78 has 
retired from his position as a detec-
tive with the Town of Normal after 
30 years of service. He and his wife, 
Diana, reside in Bloomington.
Shelley (Widdicombe) Stout ’78 is a 
writer who contributes to a regional 
magazine in North Carolina. She 
has authored the novel Radium 
Halos, which has been published 
as an e-book. The work is historical 
fiction based on the Radium Dial 
factory that operated in Ottawa. 
She resides in Charlotte, North 
Carolina. 
Karen Daughtry ’79 is an author, 
artist, reconnective healing practitio-
ner, and wellness educator. Through 
information medicine/vibrational 
healing she facilitates the health 
and well-being of her clients. She 
has coauthored and illustrated a 
children’s book, My Helpful Healing 
Touch. She and her husband, George 
Gerdow, reside in Evanston.
Terry Predmore ’79 is a senior engi-
neering analyst with John Deere 
seeding group in Moline. He resides 
in East Moline.
80s
Paul Quinn Denney ’80 teaches 
courses on Tarot and intuitive devel-
opment. He is a frequent lecturer at 
venues, including the Theosophical 
Society, Swedenborg Library, and 
Institute for Noetic Sciences. He has 
authored the book Tarot for Life: 
Reading the Cards for Everyday 
Guidance and Growth. He resides 
in Chicago. 
Mike Mungor ’80 is an account 
manager with Danaher Motion. 
He was named Cherry Valley’s 
2009 Citizen of the Year for his 
community involvement, which 
spans more than 25 years. He has 
coached youth baseball, served as 
a member of the recreation board, 
and organized and managed youth 
fishing tournaments. He and his 
wife, Melynda (Baker) ’80, reside in 
Cherry Valley. 
Brad Merryman ’81 has joined Sys-
tems Alliance Inc. as a senior busi-
programming for WGN-TV. He is 
now the founder and CEO of Foxtail 
Group LLC in Greenwood Village, 
Colorado. He resides there with his 
wife, Sharon, and their child.
Stephen Eich ’77 is a producer, man-
ager, teacher, and director with 30 
years experience in commercial and 
not-for-profit theatre. He managed 
Steppenwolf Theatre for 15 years, 
during which he produced the Tony 
Award-winning Best Play, The Grapes 
of Wrath. He is now the executive 
director of Pasadena Playhouse in 
California. He resides in Los Ange-
les, California.
Jeff Fulks ’77, M.S. ’79, is the direc-
tor of graduate studies at Evangel 
University. He had served as chair of 
the behavioral sciences department, 
and has been on the faculty since 
2006. His wife, Diane (Larson) ’77, 
is an administrative assistant with 
Assemblies of God Church. They 
reside in Springfield, Missouri.
Cindy Gillett-Bania ’77 completed a 
master’s degree at the University of 
South Florida. She has worked for 
29 years with the Pinellas County 
Schools in Largo, Florida. She is 
now is an assistant superintendent 
with the district, which is among 
the 25 largest school districts in the 
country. She and her son reside in 
Clearwater, Florida.
D. Cheryl Hurley ’77 has taught for 
30 years. For the past 10 years she 
has been a kindergarten teacher 
at Fullerton Elementary Magnet 
School Nebraska. Hurley was 
awarded the Alice Buffett Outstand-
ing Teacher Award in 2009. She 
resides in Omaha, Nebraska.
Michael E. Keane ’77 is the chief 
financial officer of Clipper Wind-
power Inc. He joined the board of 
directors at MRV Communications 
Inc. in 2009. He resides in Oak 
Park, California. 
Robert Lopez ’77, M.S. ’79, is the 
director of football operations at 
San Diego State University. He and 
his wife, Nancy, reside in San Diego, 
California.
Elizabeth (Campbell) Pyle, M.S. ’77, 
Ph.D. ’09, is an assistant professor 
in the physical education teacher 
education program at Western Ken-
tucky University in Bowling Green, 
Kentucky. She and her husband, 
Stephan, reside in Decatur. 
Wayne P. Rosenwinkel ’77 is a chief 
investment officer with Alliant 
Credit Union in Chicago. He served 
on the board of directors as the vice 
president for Alliant Credit Union 
One happy bachelor
Michael Stagliano ’06 of New 
York is a break dance instruc-
tor who became a reality TV 
star after appearing on the fifth 
season of ABC’s The Bachelorette. 
As one of the five finalists, he 
met the family of bach-
elorette Jillian Harris 
before being eliminat-
ed. He has appeared in 
All My Children as well. 
Before his television 
fame, Michael worked 
as an avid writer. He 
began writing in fifth 
grade, and went on to 
publish a collection of 
children’s stories titled 
Wesley’s Stories: After School 
Adventures. An English major, he 
started writing the book while 
studying at Illinois State. 
Just for laughs
Although music was his major 
while at Illinois State, Craig 
Robinson ’94 is now best known 
for his acting abilities. Fans of 
the hit NBC series The Office 
know him as Darryl Philbin, the 
stone-faced warehouse supervi-
sor working at Dunder-Mifflin. 
Doors started opening for Craig 
when after he was discovered 
on the Montreal comedy circuit 
at the Just for Laughs Comedy 
Festival in 2008. Since then he 
has been cast in several movies, 
including Pineapple Express, and 
four films that will be released 
this year. Look for him in Hot 
Tub Time Machine, Shrek Forever 
After, Father of Invention, and The 
Other Guys. 
From booze to news 
Working as a cocktail waitress, a 
waitress at a pizza joint, a make-
up artist, and an investor liaison 
for a scrap metal company isn’t 
a resume that will typically land 
you a job with National Public 
Radio (NPR). But it worked for 
Jeannie Yandel ’96, who moved 
from Chicago to 
Seattle, Washing-
ton. Once there 
she interned at 
NPR radio sta-
tion KUOW 94.9, 
earning a spot on 
the staff. The the-
ater graduate has 
since produced 
and appeared on 
several nationally 
syndicated NPR shows, includ-
ing Morning Edition. She is now 
cohost of the Seattle station’s 
local afternoon magazine show, 
KUOW Presents. 
Going bananas
Lisa (Krull) Spinner ’90 has 
special college memories of 
her grandmother’s baking. She 
found out at a party following 
the birth of her daughter, Han-
nah, just how much others enjoy 
the family recipes too. Rave 
reviews convinced Lisa and her 
husband, Peter, to establish Han-
nah Banana Bread Company 
in 2000. They 
have gone from 
catering Chicago 
coffee houses to 
wholesaling Han-
nah Banana™ 
branded baked 
goods nationally 
to specialty food 
retailers, in-line 
bakery grocery stores, and 
online to individuals. The baked 
goods have been lauded in  
O, The Oprah Magazine. Go to 
www.hannahbananbread.com to 
read how Lisa’s habit of baking 
bread became a business.  
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An illinois State legacy
Jay and Maxine Mitchell of Pearl city have watched for more than four decades as their children, their children’s spouses, and even 
a grandchild graduated from Illinois state. the Mitchell clan consists of 11 alumni. the legacy began with Doug Mitchell ’65, M.s. 
’66, who paved the way for his siblings.
“When I was there, they visited for various activities,” Doug explained. “they liked that it was not too far from home, yet far 
enough away from home, and they also liked the size of the campus.” enrollment was only 5,400 when he finished his dual degrees 
in business education in 1966.
Doug taught at Rock Valley college in 
Rockford after graduating, and has been the 
president of three separate banks. He is now 
senior vice president in commercial lending at a 
bank in Winnebago, where he resides. 
Five siblings also chose Illinois state, 
including brad ’72 and Mark ’78, who shared 
Doug’s interest in business. brad studied 
accounting, while Mark was a business admin-
istration major. both chose Illinois state gradu-
ates as spouses. 
brad, a cPa and co-owner of an account-
ing firm, married Deb (Kitner) Mitchell ’73, who 
is retired from teaching. they reside in Moline. 
Mark is working as a mortgage underwriter and 
teaches in bryon. He lives there with his wife 
and alumna terri (Rosenstiel) Mitchell ’83, who is employed in medical records at the University of Wisconsin Hospital in Madison. 
sisters Martha Mitchell ’74, lori (Mitchell) Kempel ’78, and luann (Mitchell) byers ’84 all chose the teaching path at Illinois 
state. Martha was a special education major. she was the regional head of special education in Macomb, where she resides, and is 
now an instructor at Western Illinois University. 
lori completed an elementary education degree. she teaches fifth grade, and is a school reading coordinator in her commu-
nity of Pearl city. she resides there with her husband, Joel ’78. He majored in agribusiness, and is a bank vice president of lending. 
luann was also an elementary education major and teaches in byron where she lives with her husband and fellow alum, Perry 
’84. He majored in agricultural science and now owns and operates his own business.
each of the Mitchell family graduates have been successful in their chosen paths. they are grateful to Illinois state for the solid 
foundation they obtained while students. “the quality of education was excellent,” Doug said. “everyone in the Mitchell clan will 
tell you that Illinois state prepared them for their careers and for life.”
Alumninews
Members of the Mitchell family have an alumni gathering whenever relatives reunite. Graduates include, 
front row from left, Deb (Kitner) Mitchell, luann (Mitchell) byers, lori (Mitchell) Kempel, terri (Rosenstiel) 
Mitchell, and Martha Mitchell. Back row from left, brad Mitchell, Doug Mitchell, Mark Mitchell, Perry 
byers, and Joel Kempel. 
Family History of George Halas and 
the Chicago Bears. He resides in 
Glen Ellyn.
Sean P. Weaver ’82 is executive vice 
president of assurance services 
with Allen, Gibbs, and Houlik, LC. 
The CPA and advisory firm named 
him to its board of directors in 
2009. He and his wife, Beth, reside 
in Hutchinson, Kansas. 
Robert A. Goldstein ’83 is the execu-
tive director of Operations Services 
with KPMG LLP in Baltimore, 
Maryland. He and his wife, Cath-
erine, reside in Ruxton, Maryland. 
Mark Kanzawa ’83 earned his doc-
tor of osteopathy from the Chicago 
College of Osteopathic Medicine. 
He has been in private practice in 
California and Michigan. He is an 
assistant clinical professor at Michi-
gan State University, and a psychia-
trist with Carson Behavioral Health 
Center. He is board certified by the 
American Osteopathic Board of 
Neurology and Psychiatry. He and 
his wife, Kimberly, reside in Ann 
Arbor, Michigan. 
Jeffrey Johnson ’84 works with the 
U.S. Department of Commerce/
Bureau of the Census as a human 
resources professional. He resides 
in Peoria. 
Diane (Mundy) Otto ’84 received a 
Governor’s Volunteer Award from 
Iowa Lt. Gov. Patty Judge in 2009. 
The award recognized Otto’s ser-
vice to Keokuk Catholic Schools as 
the volunteer librarian. She resides 
in Keokuk, Iowa. 
Kathleen M. (Harrington) Del Santo 
’85 is the president and owner of 
Streamwood Bookkeeping and Tax 
Service Inc. Her family has owned 
ness development director. He pre-
viously worked as global partner 
executive with Sun Microsystems. 
He is based in Florida.
Michael J. Walsh ’81 is an executive 
vice president of Chicago Climate 
Exchange, which is the world’s first 
active, voluntary, legally binding 
integrated trading system to reduce 
emissions of all six greenhouse 
gases. He was a keynote speaker at 
an International Bioenergy and Bio-
products Conference held last fall. 
He resides in Downers Grove. 
Rebecca Bacidore ’82 is certified 
as a senior professional in human 
resources. She is the vice president 
of human resources with Nicor Gas 
in Aurora. She joined the company 
in 1982 as an accountant. She 
resides in Saint Charles.
Doreen “D.J.” Berrien ’82 is an 
author. Her most recent book is 
All My Friends Have Dark Brown 
Eyes. She and her husband, Claude, 
have two children. They reside in 
Lynwood. 
Patricia L. (Griggs) Darbishire ’82 
completed a doctor of pharmacy 
degree at Purdue University, where 
she is an assistant professor in 
pharmacy practice and the direc-
tor of IPPE. She and her husband, 
H. John, reside in West Lafayette, 
Indiana. They are the parents of 
two children. 
Carol (Lauver) Grippando ’82 is an 
early childhood teacher for chil-
dren at risk and/or with special 
needs in West Chicago Elementary 
School District 33. She resides in 
West Chicago. 
Mike Sandrolini ’82 has coauthored 
the book titled Bear With Me–A 
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Betty J. Weber ’86, M.S. ’01, is an 
instructor of nursing in the College 
of Professional Studies at Millikin 
University in Decatur.
Phil Borchmann ’87 is a business 
magazine editor at CurtCo Media 
in Naples, Florida. He resides in 
Fort Myers, Florida.
Pam Howerton ’87, M.B.A. ’89, has 
been certified in merchandising, 
retail services, and sales manage-
ment. She is a merchandising 
manager with Gordon Food Service 
Marketplace in Peoria. She has 
received the “Raving Fan” Out-
standing Customer Service Award 
three times. She resides in Peoria.
Mary J. (Pickering) Turner ’87 has 
served in leadership positions 
in several companies, including 
Broadspire, Kemper Insurance 
Companies, and Baxter Healthcare 
Corporation. She has been named 
the senior vice president of global 
product management with Aon 
eSolutions in Chicago. She resides 
in Gurnee.
Mark Gilles ’88 received a law 
degree from the University of 
Illinois. He is an associate judge 
in Peoria County. He previously 
worked as a partner in the law firm 
of Cordis and Gilles. He and his 
wife, Kathy (Noelle) ’91, are the par-
ents of four children. They reside 
in Princeville.
Jeffrey Hatton ’88 completed an 
M.B.A. at the Keller Graduate 
School of Management. He is 
a portfolio manager for Associ-
ated Wealth Management. He has 
worked for more than 20 years in 
financial analysis and portfolio 
management.  He resides in Apple-
ton, Wisconsin. 
the business since 1970. She and 
her husband, Paul, were married 
in May of 2009. They reside in 
Elgin. 
Todd DeVriese ’85, M.S. ’88, is a 
professor of art and director of 
the School of Art at Texas Tech 
University. He has been named 
dean of the College of Fine Arts 
and Humanities at St. Cloud State 
University in Minnesota. 
Susan McDonough ’85 received 
the Fidelity Investments Inspire 
the Future Award in 2009. The 
award is bestowed by Fidelity and 
Steppenwolf for Young Adults to 
inspire Chicago Public School edu-
cators dedicated to the advance-
ment of youth through theater and 
the arts in Chicago. Susan teaches 
U.S. history, philosophy, social 
issues, and social expressions at 
Austin Career Education Center. 
She resides in Oak Park.
Ann Wright ’85 is the deputy 
undersecretary for marketing and 
regulatory programs at the United 
States Department of Agriculture. 
She previously served as senior 
policy advisor to Majority Leader 
Harry Reid on issues before the 
Senate Agriculture Committee. She 
resides in Bethesda, Maryland.
Tabrina Davis ’86 is the vice 
president of communications with 
ComEd in Chicago, where she 
resides.
Joseph A. Glynn, M.S. ’86, is a 
cartographic technician with the 
National Processing Center of the 
United States Census Bureau in 
Jeffersonville, Indiana. He and his 
wife, Margaret, reside in Louisville, 
Kentucky.  
Emily C. Henry, M.S. ’86, is a com-
poser working at the Vatican in 
Rome. 
It was a night of baseball fun for the Redbirds during an alumni event held at Wrigley Field 
in september. among those cheering the cubs as they took on the Houston astros were, 
from left, Michele Pfeilschifter ’01, Michelle (Wampfler) Gaber ’04, Jennie Groezinger ’02, 
and Kelly Howell, who is the alumni Relations chicago office director. 
Alumni events
Illinois state offers alumni events on campus and  
across the country. these events are now posted online  
at www.Illinoisstate.edu/alumni/events. Detailed  
information for all university events can be found on  
the University calendar at www.calendar.ilstu.edu. 
Michael J. Mikitka ’90 is the CEO of 
the Warehousing Education and 
Research Council in Oak Brook. He 
resides in Orland Park.
Gary Adams, M.S. ’91, has been 
awarded an endowed profes-
sorship from the University of 
Wisconsin Oshkosh for his out-
standing research and engagement 
in community service. A member 
of the psychology and business 
administration faculty, his research 
emphasis is occupational stress 
and health. He has been published 
in more than 20 peer-reviewed 
journals, and has written five book 
chapters. He resides in Oshkosh, 
Wisconsin.
Patrick Beharelle ’91 completed an 
M.B.A. degree from The Wharton 
School. He has been promoted 
to SeatonCorp’s CEO. One of 
Chicago’s largest privately held 
companies, SeatonCorp operates 
under Staff Management, PeopleS-
cout, and StudentScout brands. He 
90s
Joe Champelli ’90 is the general 
manager of ZFX Flying Effects in 
Kentucky. He oversees operations, 
and leads the development and 
implementation of new technology 
and products. He and his wife, 
Christine (Scally) ’91, reside in 
Louisville, Kentucky.
James P. Duff ’90 has more than 19 
years experience in financial servic-
es. He has been appointed a district 
business market manager for Har-
ris Business Banking in Chicago. 
He resides in Western Springs.
Bill Harper ’90 is a major in the 
U.S. Army. He is assigned as train-
ing lands support officer/ISR-NI 
manager at the National Guard 
Bureau Environmental Branch in 
Arlington, Virginia. He and his 
wife, Bernadette, reside in Newark, 
Delaware.
Sheryl M. (Bingham) McDaniel ’91 
is treasurer of the Village of Gard-
ner, where she and her husband, 
Thomas, reside. 
Kim Tillery ’91, M.S. ’92, is chair of 
the Department of Communication 
Disorders and Sciences at State 
University of New York (SUNY). 
A faculty member since 1997, her 
research focuses on the relation-
ship of auditory processing disor-
ders (APDs), learning and attention 
deficits, specific therapy aspects of 
APD, and Rialin’s effect on APD. 
She received the SUNY Chancel-
lor’s Award for Excellence in Teach-
ing in 2009. She resides in Snyder, 
New York. 
Debra E. (Miessler) Weidner ’91 
is a business analyst with PAi in 
DePere, Wisconsin. She and her 
husband, Todd, reside in Sobieski, 
Wisconsin.
Sean P. Connor ’92 has opened his 
own legal practice, Sean Connor 
Law Office in Chicago. He previ-
ously worked for 12 years at a Chi-
cago defense firm, where he was a 
trial attorney and senior associate. 
His practice will be general law, 
with an emphasis on personal inju-
ry matters. He resides in Chicago.
Craig Czerkies ’92 is a broker asso-
ciate at Caton Commercial Real 
Estate Group in Plainfield. He and 
his wife, Bonny (Burke) ’93, were 
married in October of 2009. They 
honeymooned in Paris. She is an 
inside sales supervisor at Moles 
Corporation in Lisle. They reside in 
Naperville.
Rob Festenstein ’92 is serving as 
executive director of Temple Beth 
Sholom in Las Vegas, Nevada, 
where he resides.
Martha L. Hlafka ’92 has graduated 
from Southern Illinois Univer-
sity School of Medicine. She was 
honored with the Satu M. Somani 
Memorial Award while a student. 
The award is presented to a senior 
medical student for outstanding 
performance in pharmacology and 
therapeutics. She is completing her 
residency at the University of Iowa 
hospitals and clinics in Iowa City, 
where she resides. 
Carol Whiteaker ’92, M.S. ’00, is the 
assistant principal for student ser-
vices with Minooka High School. 
She previously served as the 
assistant director of special educa-
tion with Grundy County Special 
and his wife, Lisa (James) Beharelle 
’91, are the parents of two children. 
They reside in Alpharetta, Georgia. 
Paul Kalina ’91 is a founding mem-
ber and producer with 500 Clown, 
which uses action-based perfor-
mance, improvisation, and circus 
acts to tell long-form dramatic 
stories. He has worked with several 
theatres, including Steppenwolf 
Theatre and The House Theatre 
Company. He was part of the cast 
of 500 Clown and Elephant Deal, 
which ran in the summer of 2009 
in Chicago, where he resides. 
Cheryl Lambert ’91 is manager of 
a VF Outlet Store in Pennsylvania, 
and overseeing manager at five 
additional stores in different states. 
The company chose her from man-
agers at 75 stores across the coun-
try as Manager of the Year for 2009. 
She and her husband, Kyle, are the 
parents of two sons. They reside in 
Grove City, Pennsylvania. 
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Support
our troops
thank you to the individual listed below for his service in support of operation enduring 
Freedom and operation Iraqi Freedom. names will be published as they are received. sub-
mit information to susan blystone at sjblyst@Illinoisstate.edu or by mail at Illinois state 
University, campus box 3420, normal, Il 61790.
1st lt. Dave berkson ’98
U.s. army
Illinois state alumni serving in the U.s. army made a Redbird connection during a  tour of 
duty in afghanistan. the opportunity 
to share campus memories was appre-
ciated as they each completed a year 
overseas. the four are, from left, Wil-
liam Gaefcke ’05 of ladd, susan Moore 
’03 of normal, christopher Mygatt ’05 
of Forrest, and nicholas Krzesinski ’06 
of oak Forest.
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How we met— 
illinois State university connections
Jillian Davidson ’06 and James Hultgren ’06 immersed themselves in campus activities, never knowing their leadership roles 
within the University Program board (UPb) would lead to a wedding. 
 Jillian came to campus from Rock Island, joining her older sister, beth (Davidson) Farr ’03. Jillian graduated with a degree 
in journalism. James left Hoffman estates to study english education and speech communication. He was training for the chi-
cago Marathon when he met Jillian in July of 2004 at a UPb general board members’ retreat. their paths crossed again at a UPb 
recruitment fair that fall.
“Jillian quickly realized that I had forgotten her name. It was embarrassing,” 
said James, who offered dinner to make amends. “I really didn’t think it was neces-
sary, but he was persistent,” Jillian said. 
Dinner at the olive Garden was the beginning of a two-year courtship while 
they were at Illinois state. after graduation James started teaching, and Jillian 
worked for a concert company. James proposed at Homecoming 2008.
“I wanted to pick a place that was special for both of us,” he said. the night 
before the town and Gown race, James enlisted the help of alumni Relations staff 
to create a banner, and requested Reggie Redbird’s assistance.
“at the finish line I ran over to Reggie, who unfolded the banner,” James said. 
Jillian was standing nearby as the words “will you marry me” came into full view.
“I thought it was for somebody else,” Jillian said. When the reality hit she ran 
to James, who went down on one knee and pulled a ring from his pocket. they 
embraced and crossed the finish line together.
they married June 21, 2009, with Redbird pins worked into the wedding party 
attire and bridal bouquet. Instead of guest party favors, the couple made a dona-
tion to an Illinois state scholarship fund. 
now residing in Glendale Heights, James teaches english at Glenbard east High 
school and Jillian is a Maritz travel meeting coordinator. they return to Homecom-
ing each year, and remain strong advocates of the University.
“everybody is so friendly and so willing to help,” James said. “I really appreci-
ate all the people who went out of their way to make sure I had a great experience.” 
Jillian agrees. “I just really enjoyed the whole experience, and am grateful for 
the extra-curricular activities,” she  said. “I couldn’t be the person I am today with-
out Illinois state University.”  
WeB eXTrA
Michael Durr ’04 is more than a good  
friend to James and Jillian. He’s a 
fellow alum who recorded their special 
Homecoming engagement. Footage of  
the unique proposal is available online at 
www.Illinoisstate.edu/alumni-magazine. 
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Education Cooperative. She resides 
in Oswego.
Lavenia Brown ’93 is a printing 
specialist with the Internal Revenue 
Service in Washington, D.C. She 
resides in Dale City, Virginia. 
Sandra Gourley ’93 and her hus-
band, Paul Soderling ’93, are the 
parents of three daughters. Kristin 
was born in February of 2009. 
They reside in Oswego.
Margaret McEnery-Schnoor ’93 
completed a master’s degree in 
educational leadership at North-
eastern Illinois University. She 
has worked as a special education 
teacher and administrator. She has 
been named the assistant superin-
tendent for student services with 
the Elmhurst Community Unit 
School District 205. She resides in 
Crystal Lake.
Raylene Dewitte Grischow ’94 is an 
attorney and partner with Hinshaw 
and Culbertson LLP in Spring-
field. She works as a trial attorney 
defending clients with business liti-
gation concerns. She and her hus-
band, Jason, reside in Springfield. 
Danville District 118. Her husband, 
Luke ’95, is employed by Progres-
sive Insurance. They reside in 
Danville, and are the parents of two 
children. 
Jason J. Evans ’97 is a CPA and part-
ner on Sikich LLP’s accounting and 
consulting services team. He is a 
member of the American Institute 
of Certified Public Accountants, 
and the Illinois CPA Society. He has 
been appointed to the Construction 
Financial Management Association 
Chicago Chapter Board of Direc-
tors. He resides in Plainfield.
Chris Maher ’97 is the artistic direc-
tor of Infamous Commonwealth 
Theatre in Chicago, where he 
resides.
Kimberly M. (Woodson) Peterson 
’97 is a rehabilitation therapist with 
Agency for Persons with Disabilities 
in Marianna, Florida. She and her 
husband, Eddie, reside in Green-
wood, Florida. They are the parents 
of three sons.
Patricia Vitek-Furlanetto ’97 has 
completed a master’s degree in 
teaching and leadership from St. 
Xavier University in Chicago. She 
is a special education preschool 
teacher with Community Unit 
School District 300 in Carpenters-
ville. She is in Who’s Who Among 
America’s Teachers. She and her 
husband, John, reside in Stream-
wood.
Jason L. Kneer ’98 and Christal D. 
(Patterson) ’01 were married in 
2009. They reside in Normal.
Kristina (Voightmann) Springer ’98 
is a young adult fiction author. Her 
first book, The Espressologist, was 
released in October of 2009. She 
resides in Bolingbrook with her 
husband and four children.
Kay Adkins, Ed.D.’99, became presi-
dent of Yuba Community College 
in 2009. She and her husband, Bar-
ry, reside in Yuba City, California.
Phillippe Francois Battiste ’99 
completed degrees at the Brit-
ish American Drama Academy at 
Oxford University and Juilliard. He 
has received the 2009 Obie, which 
is the off-Broadway production 
award equivalent to the Tony given 
for on-Broadway productions and 
the Oscar for motion pictures. He 
received the award for his role as 
Pelzie Sullivan in The Good Negro. 
He was nominated for a Lortel 
Award for outstanding featured 
actor in a play for the same role. 
Alton Johnson ’94 is the founder 
and chief executive of Bossa Nova 
Beverage Group Inc. in West Los 
Angeles. He is known for the com-
pany’s acai juice. He sold his busi-
ness in 2009 to Beverages Hold-
ings, a Cincinnati group that owns 
Sunny D and other drink brands. 
He is now vice president of natural 
beverages at Beverages Holdings. 
He resides in Santa Monica, Cali-
fornia.
Jennifer Kobylecky ’94 is completing 
a master’s degree in the College of 
Natural Resources at the University 
of Wisconsin-Stevens Point. She 
is the education coordinator for 
the Aldo Leopold Foundation. She 
received The Wilderness Society’s 
Gaylord Nelson Earth Day 2009 
Fellowship. She resides in Baraboo, 
Wisconsin.
Joe McDonald ’94 is a tax actuary 
with State Farm Insurance Com-
panies. His wife, Dena (Freidinger) 
’92, is a graphic designer. They 
reside in Normal.
Jennifer Cowsert ’95 is the City of 
Elkader administrator. She and 
her husband, Karl Knospe, were 
married in October of 2009. They 
reside in Elkader, Iowa. 
Daniel R. Ebker ’95 is an ordained 
Roman Catholic Priest, and will 
begin serving this year at Saint 
Mary Catholic Church in Canton.
David Petricig ’95 has more than 13 
years experience in audio, video, 
and Web conferencing products 
and services. He is the vice presi-
dent of North American Telephony 
Sales for ClearOne. He resides in 
Forest Park.
Anthony J. Romanelli, M.S. ’95, has 
worked for more than 14 years 
in the field of GIS. He is a senior 
GIS programmer with GIS Solu-
tions Inc. He resides in Carlsbad, 
California.  
Belinda Babinec ’96 is a writer and 
producer with WBBM in Chicago. 
Her work has garnered two Edward 
R. Murrow awards. She resides in 
Rogers Park.
Lori L. Bridge ’96 works at Dixon 
Correctional Center as a correction 
leisure activity specialist II. She 
resides in Dixon.
Heather McKiernan ’96 is the direc-
tor of business and finance for 
Memories of an amazing collegiate moment remain strong 40 years after the event. Retired professor ed Jelks and his wife, Judy, led stu-
dents on an archaeological dig in texas in 1969. Fort leaton, a 19th century fortified trading post on the Mexican border, was the dig site. 
It is now a texas state Historic Park. Members of the group who met for a 40th reunion hosted by Jelks at his normal home last fall include, 
standing from left, bill boostrom ’71, taft, texas; Mike Dopp, springfield, Missouri; Graham Morgan ’70, Murphysboro; Judy and ed Jelks; 
Jerry Hunt ’69, M.s. ’79, Peoria; Jan Pasch ’70, lockport; Rose schilt ’70, M.a. ’77, Honolulu, Hawaii; terry Huene ’70, M.s. ’74, and his wife, 
Maryilyn, eldena. Kneeling, left to right, are chi li shen, M.s. ’74, Yorba linda, california; Pat Dopp, Mike’s son, who spent the summer at 
the dig as an 8-year old; and ed bovy ’72, anchorage, alaska.
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Matthew Fick, M.B.A. ’99, has been 
appointed village administrator in 
Peoria Heights. He resides in East 
Peoria with his wife and two sons. 
Karrah Jensen ’99, M.S. ’04, has 
worked as an elementary school 
teacher. She has been named princi-
pal of Towanda Elementary School 
in Normal Unit 5 schools. She 
resides in Bloomington.
Colleen (Moss) Lawrence ’99 is a 
teacher at Gardner Grade School. 
She and her husband, Brent, reside 
in Verona.
Thomas M. Swearingen ’99 is the 
director of flight operations with 
Growmark in Bloomington. He and 
his wife, Lori L. (Swan) ’99, reside in 
Normal.
00s
Robert Biedke ’00 teaches physical 
education and health classes at 
Norridge School District 80. He 
and his wife, Mary Ellen, are the 
parents of two sons and a daughter. 
Madyson Adele was born in March 
of 2009. The family resides in Elk 
Grove Village.
Kathy McFeeters ’00 is a subroga-
tion services staff assistant with 
State Farm Insurance Companies 
in Bloomington. She received the 
2009 Chapter Member of the Year 
award from the Bloomington-
Normal Association for Women in 
Communications. She resides in 
Bloomington.
Shawn Rea ’00 is a correctional offi-
cer with the Illinois Department of 
Corrections. He resides in Pawnee.
Elfie (Smith) Repel ’00 completed 
a master’s degree in Spanish lan-
guage, literature, and culture from 
the University of California in Santa 
Barbara. She teaches Spanish at the 
high school level. She and her hus-
band, Mark, were married in July of 
2009. They reside in Chicago. 
Diana (Kuta) Rogus’00 is employed 
at State Farm Insurance Compa-
nies. She and her husband, Steve, 
are the parents of a daughter. Nina 
Helena was born in August of 
2009. They reside in Sugar Grove.
Michelle Aurora Reiter Weber ’00 
is the farm manager of Olive Berry 
Acres, which is a specialty fruit 
farm she and her husband, Nicho-
las, have operated since 2005. 
They are the parents of a daughter. 
Aurora Sean Louise was born in 
November of 2008. The family 
resides in Mazon.
Nathan Wight ’00 is a director of 
development with the School of 
Engineering at Purdue University. 
He and his wife, Monica, reside in 
Lafayette, Indiana. 
Nora Bugg, M.S. ’01, is an associate 
director with the Office of Resi-
dence Life at the University of Tam-
pa. She resides in Tampa, Florida.
Zachary A. Callen, ’01, M.S. ’03, com-
pleted his doctorate in political sci-
ence at the University of Chicago. 
He has accepted an assistant pro-
fessor of political science position 
with Carroll College. He and his 
wife, Shawna K. (Cook) ’01, M.S. ’03, 
reside in Helena, Montana.
Mike Finnegan ’01 is an assistant 
finance analyst with State Farm 
Insurance Companies in Blooming-
ton. He resides there with his wife, 
Melissa.
Rebecca Graziano ’01 and her hus-
band, Brian, are the parents of a 
daughter. Lia Catherine was born 
in August of 2009. They reside in 
Chicago. 
Sarah Duellman ’02 is a postdoctor-
al scientist with SRI International in 
Menlo Park, California. She resides 
in San Francisco, California.
Erika Cantarelli Gartner ’02 has com-
pleted a master’s degree in clinical 
psychology with a counseling spe-
cialization at The Chicago School 
of Professional Psychology. Her 
husband, Daniel ’03, is an applica-
tions development consultant with 
Microsoft in Chicago, where they 
reside.
Jodie (Schwarz) Goetz ’02 is a spe-
cial education teacher with Putnam 
County High School in Granville. 
She and her husband, Paul, were 
married in July of 2009. They 
reside in Princeton.
Meredith Olson ’02, M.S. ’09, is 
a research associate intern with 
Chestnut Health Systems Light-
house Institute in Normal, where 
she resides. 
Teresa Till ’02 was named Lincoln 
Land Community College’s 2009 
Pearson Master Teacher. She is a 
professor of nursing with Lincoln 
Land Community College. She 
resides in Springfield. 
Charlotte (McCarthy) Weeks ’02 
has her own company, Weeks 
Career Services Inc., in Chicago. 
She offers clients career coaching 
and resume services. Her work has 
been showcased on WGN-TV. She 
resides in Chicago. 
Bryce Willems ’02, M.S. ’04, has 
completed a doctorate from 
Northern Illinois University. He is 
an assistant professor in geology 
with the University of Alaska. He 
resides in Anchorage, Alaska.
John Avendano, Ph.D. ’03, is the 
president of Kankakee Community 
College. He previously served as 
vice president for academic affairs 
and student development at Illi-
nois Central College in East Peoria. 
He and his wife, Janet, reside in 
Morton. They are the parents of 
three children. 
Kimberly Buis ’03, M.S. ’09, is a spe-
cial education teacher with River-
  through a charitable gift annuity.
•	 A charitable gift annuity provides a lifetime income to you or the 
person you designate, and the income may be greater than income 
from a certificate of deposit (CD) or other investment.  
•	 It’s secure. An Illinois State University charitable gift annuity is 
guaranteed by the assets of the Illinois State University Foundation. 
•	 It’s a simple contact between you and the Illinois State University 
Foundation.
•	 A portion of each contract is credited to you as a gift to the university.
•	 There’s a tax savings. You receive credit for a charitable gift, which 
may, depending on your circumstances, be deductible.
•	 Enjoy capital gains tax savings. Donors of charitable gift annuities 
funded by appreciated marketable securities pay no capital gains tax 
on a portion of the appreciation of the securities.
Find out more by contacting the Development office at (309) 438-8184, or visit www.Advancement.ilstu.edu. 
Support Your Passion...
ton Middle School. She resides in 
Dawson.
Katherine Hellstrom ’03 teaches fifth 
grade with Bensenville School Dis-
trict 2. She resides in Forest Park.
Emily Uhe Irwin ’03 is a registered 
nurse in the Mother Baby Unit at 
BroMenn Regional Medical Center 
in Normal. Her husband, Kevin ’02, 
works there as a registered nurse in 
Communications, and serves as the 
chapter’s president. She resides in 
Bloomington.
Steve Vitel ’03 is completing an 
M.B.A. from IUPUC. He is a 
licensed financial representative 
with West Point Financial Group, 
which is a unit of Mass Mutual. 
He and his wife, Shauna, reside in 
same-day surgery. They are the par-
ents of a daughter. Delaney Maron 
was born in June of 2009. The  
family resides in Normal. 
Jamie Leffelman ’03 is a commu-
nication analyst with COUNTRY 
Financial. She received the 2009 
Outstanding Chapter Member 
award from the Bloomington-
Normal Association for Women in 
Franklin, Indiana. They are the par-
ents of two children.
Margaret Benz ’04 is the executive 
director and CEO of The Educa-
tion Exchange in Wakefield, Rhode 
Island. She resides in Narragansett, 
Rhode Island.
Sean S. Cooper ’04 is a certified 
financial planner. He is with New 
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international internship creates  
                                world of opportunity
by crystal Person-tillman
Illinois state offers a range of ways for students to earn credit. an international internship is one of the more exciting options, as 
graduate student ashley edwards ’08 discovered last summer. “I’d never travelled overseas. this seemed like a great opportunity 
to do so,” said edwards, who completed an internship in Kuwait. 
It was a similar spirit of adventure that convinced her to leave her native home of southern california and attend Illinois state. 
she chose Illinois state because her desire at the time was to become a teacher. she changed her 
mind and completed a bachelor’s degree in family and consumer science, with a specialization 
in nutrition. Her plan was to work with people battling eating disorders. she changed direction 
again when she returned to Illinois state to earn a master’s degree in personnel administration.
“I still wanted to work with students. With this degree I can work in administration at any 
college, or become an academic advisor,” edwards said. she gained invaluable experience while 
working in the student success center at the american University of Kuwait. as an intern edwards 
advised undeclared students, attended workshops, was an administrative assistant, and devel-
oped manuals for the variety of jobs at the center.
“I wanted to work with different types of students. the internship definitely 
helped me gain a lot of patience and experience,” said edwards, who admitted she 
sometimes struggled to help the Kuwaiti students. 
“the language barrier was an issue, even though the students spoke english,” 
she said, noting that arabic is the first language of most students at the school. that 
fact, as well as cultural differences, made it sometimes difficult for her to understand 
students.  
“the experience taught me to be more flexible,” edwards said. It also gave her a 
chance to explore five different countries, which was a “very exciting” part of the internship adventure. she saw the pyramids in 
egypt, travelled the Mediterranean ocean, and visited lebanon. 
the unique experience convinced edwards she made the right choice in deciding to stay at Illinois state. she had contemplated 
returning to california for her graduate work. 
Alumninews
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England Financial in Northbrook. 
He resides in Chicago.
Matthew D. Dougherty ’04 received 
his law degree from Washington 
and Lee University in Virginia. He 
is an attorney at Brown, Hay and 
Stephens, LLP, in Springfield. He 
and his wife, Natalie, were married 
in November of 2008. They are 
building a home in Chatham. 
Omonigho Ekhomu ’04 has gradu-
ated from Southern Illinois Uni-
versity School of Medicine. She is 
completing her residency in pedi-
atrics at John H. Stroger Hospital 
of Cook County in Chicago, where 
she resides.
Elizabeth Laude ’04 teaches with 
Lincoln-Way District 210 in New 
Lenox. She resides in Frankfort.
Mary C. (Krug) Moore ’04 is a stay-
at-home mom. Her husband, Joshua 
M. ’00, is a safety professional with 
OSHA in Lombard, where they 
reside. 
Misty Roberts-Mitchell ’04 is an 
operations manager with Travelers 
Insurance in Naperville. Her hus-
band, Joshua ’03, works in claims 
with Travelers Insurance. They 
reside in Plano.
Troy N. Triphahn ’04 is the vice 
president of Corporate Design and 
Development Group LLC in Hoff-
man Estates. He resides in Elgin.
Emily A. Weiss ’04 is a portfolio 
compliance officer with Western 
Asset Management Company in 
Pasadena, California. She resides in 
Hermosa Beach, California.
Kevin A. Zasada ’04 is a doctor of 
podiatric medicine at Larkin Hospi-
tal in Miami, Florida. 
Sarah Corbin ’05 is the marketing 
director for Kingston Financial 
Group in Bloomington. She 
received the 2009 Distinguished 
New Member award from the 
Bloomington-Normal Association 
for Women in Communications. 
She resides in Normal.
Justin DeBolt ’05 is a police officer 
with the City of McHenry. His wife, 
Kristie (Follman) ’06, is completing 
a master’s degree in educational 
leadership. She teaches physical 
education with Huntley School 
District 158. They are the parents 
of a son, Jordan, who was born in 
February of 2009. They reside in 
Huntley.
Grant Galotta ’05 completed an 
advanced degree and certifica-
tion at National Louis University. 
He is a special education teacher 
with Valley View School District 
in Romeoville, where he teaches 
algebra and English. He resides in 
Downers Grove.
Laura Hickey ’05, M.B.A. ’07, is a 
development manager with E.ON 
Climate and Renewables in  
Chicago, where she resides.
Emily Lenard ’05 is a public rela-
tions consultant and associate 
director for Wired Wisconsin with 
Nation Consulting in Milwaukee, 
Wisconsin, where she resides.
Amanda O’Brien ’05 has graduated 
from Southern Illinois University 
School of Medicine in Springfield. 
She is completing her residency in 
obstetrics/gynecology at SIU School 
of Medicine and its hospitals in 
Springfield. She and her husband, 
Drew, are the parents of a daughter. 
They reside in Springfield. 
Andrea L. Shomidie ’05 is marketing 
coordinator for Esse Health, which 
is a physician group based in St. 
Louis, Missouri. 
Jennifer Blair ’06 is a health edu-
cator and youth coordinator of 
tobacco prevention programs with 
Will County Health Department in 
Joliet. She resides in Tinley Park.
Megan (Thome) Eskew ’06 is a read-
ing specialist at Woodland Middle 
School in Gurnee. She and her 
husband, Derek, were married in 
September of 2009. They reside in 
Round Lake. 
Kristie (Heins) Heck ’06 has complet-
ed a master’s degree in counseling 
from Lincoln Christian Seminary. 
She resides in Bloomington.
Kathleen Liberty ’06 graduated 
from AmeriCorps National Civilian 
Community Corps Pacific Region, 
completing 10 months of commu-
nity service nationwide. She helped 
in communities devastated by hur-
ricanes, including Katrina, Rita, 
and Ike. She resides in New Lenox.
Jessica (Murphy) Stephan ’06, 
M.S.’08, is a manager trainee with 
Bunge North America’s Southern 
district office. She and her hus-
band, Patrick, reside in Little Rock, 
Arkansas.
Nicole Taft ’06 has completed a mas-
ter’s degree in the writing popular 
fiction program at Seton Hill 
University. She works at Barnes & 
Noble, and resides in State College, 
Pennsylvania.
Lucas L. Wenthe ’06 completed a 
law degree at Southern Illinois Uni-
versity School of Law and is a mem-
ber of the Missouri Bar. He is an 
associate with Armstrong Teasdale 
LLP, working in the firm’s intellec-
tual property practice group. He is 
active in Team World Vision, Young 
Friends of the Saint Louis Science 
Center, and Young Zoo Friends (St. 
Louis Zoo). He resides in St. Louis, 
Missouri.
Stacey Birk ’07, M.S. ’09, played pro-
fessional softball for three seasons 
with the Philadelphia Force of the 
National Professional Fastpitch 
league. She was assistant coach of 
Normal West High School’s softball 
team, and is now the assistant soft-
ball coach for Lake Land College in 
Mattoon. 
Melissa Bond ’07 is a finance analyst 
II at Caterpillar Inc. She resides in 
West Peoria. 
David Buehring ’07 is the head 
coach of the Streamwood High 
School girls’ volleyball team. He 
resides in Naperville. 
Eric M. Darr ’07 completed his mas-
ter’s in accountancy at St. Louis 
University, and is a licensed CPA. 
He is working as a consultant with 
Hoffman Clark LLC in Clayton, 
Missouri. He resides in St. Louis, 
Missouri.
Stephanie Dempski ’07 is a senior 
financial associate with Kraft Foods 
in Northfield. She resides in Lib-
ertyville.
Alicia Elston ’07 teaches Hispanic 
children in a bilingual kindergarten 
class in Bloomington Public School 
District 87. She resides in Normal. 
Aaron N. Hillebrandt ’07 has been 
named an associate of the Casualty 
Actuarial Society. He is an actuarial 
analyst at COUNTRY Financial 
in Bloomington. He resides in 
Normal.
the cost of publishing and mailing Illinois 
State, the alumni magazine, continues 
to increase. Your tax-deductible gift of 
$25 helps defray mounting costs during 
increasingly difficult budget times. 
contributions are appreciated and may 
be sent to alumni Relations, campus box 
3100, normal, Illinois, 61790-3100. You 
can also make your gift of support to the 
magazine online at www.alumni.ilstu.edu/magazinegift.
Support your magazine
Members of the Illinois state alumni in Finance (IsaF) network gathered for a reception 
in chicago last fall. among those who attended were IsaF officers, from left, alec lance 
’08, president; conor Daly ’06, treasurer; Mark Whitaker ’08, secretary; christy corbin ’06, 
steering committee member; and ben stickley ’08, vice president (north-chicagoland). 
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In memory  
Faculty/Staff
Mary R. (Eberwein) Arnold, Food 
Services; 6/09
Norma Ashbrook, Conferencing; 
6/09
Linda J. (Parsons) Bagby ’73, ’93, 
Purchasing; 6/09
Sharon W. Cornwell, Financial Aid 
and Purchasing; 6/09
Ardell Graef, Curriculum  
and Instruction; 5/09
Helen M. Rogers Stover,  
Admissions; 6/09
Naomi Price Kwasigroh Toon,  
College of Education; 5/09
Eldon “Lee” Wright, Technology; 
6/09
Alumni
20s
Dorothy (Maynard) Countryman 
’28, ’32; 8/09
30s
Genevieve E. “Betty” Glass ’31; 
12/08
Lillian I. (Chambers) George ’32; 
7/09
Robert A. McBlain ’32; 7/09
Ethel (Uphoff) Weirman ’34; 7/09
Gladys M. (Lewis) Jozefczyk ’35; 
3/09
Wallace Wesley ’35; 6/09
Peggy M. Orrison ’36; 9/06
Chelsea K. Merth ’09 is a registered 
nurse with OSF St. James—John W. 
Albrecht Medical Center in Pontiac. 
She resides in Normal.
Ashley (Blake) Nolan ’09 is a tax 
associate at Clifton Gunderson 
in Peoria. She and her husband, 
Kyle ’08, were married in July of 
2009. An athletic trainer at Clinton 
High School, he is employed by 
Advanced Rehab Physical Therapy. 
They reside in Bloomington.
Bradley Ricketts ’09 is a business 
development manager with MultiAd 
in Peoria. He manages a Central Illi-
nois lawn care business. He resides 
in Washington.
Brandon Robertson ’09 is an insur-
ance agent with Affirmative Insur-
ance Services in Bloomington, 
where he resides.
Veronica Robitske ’09 is a CAD 
Intern with Facilities Management 
at Illinois State University. She 
resides in Toluca. 
Jeffrey R. Sawyer ’09 is an SICU staff 
nurse with Advocate Illinois Mason-
ic Medical Center in Chicago. He 
resides in Vernon Hills. 
Gina Tucci ’09 is an administrative 
assistant with Kugman Partners in 
Lake Forest. She resides in North-
brook.
Christine Turner ’09 is a special 
education teacher and a transitional 
program coordinator with Stream-
wood Behavioral Health Systems-
Northwest Academy. She resides in 
Hanover Park.
Shannon Schultze ’08 is a freelance 
musician and music teacher. She 
resides in Bloomington.
Eugene Simmons ’08 teaches high 
school mathematics at Whitney 
Young Magnet High School in 
Chicago. He resides there with his 
wife, Loretta.
Regina Stoerger ’08 is an indepen-
dent sales director with Mary Kay 
Cosmetics in Tuscola, where she 
resides.
Alexis (Gasser) Stoller ’08 is an Eng-
lish teacher with Gateway Woods 
School in Leo, Indiana. She and 
her husband, Jonathan, reside in 
Van Wert, Ohio. 
Justin Stuva ’08 is an energy advi-
sor with Corn Belt Energy. He 
resides in Auburn.
Steven D. Swanson ’08 works with 
Burbank School District 111. He 
resides in Burbank.
Kyle J. Talleur ’08 became a certi-
fied public accountant in 2008. He 
works as a staff accountant with 
BKD, LLP. He resides in Decatur.
Chris Vanderwiel ’08 works in sales 
with Nicor Services in Wauconda. 
He resides in Island Lake.
Mickayla D. (Bennett) Van Hoveln 
’08 is a teaching assistant in the 
Department of Biological Sciences 
at Illinois State University. Her hus-
band, Patrick H. ’08, is an operator 
with Crop Production Services in 
Bloomington, where they reside.
Srivathsan Vijayaraghavan ’08 is a 
sales associate with Credit Control 
Service Inc. He resides in Niles.
Julie Vogelzag ’08 is working with 
the transformation of corn hybrids 
and insect resistance as a research 
associate with Pioneer Hi-Bred in 
Johnston, Iowa, where she resides.
Vanessa Contreras ’09 is a risk 
analyst with Munich Re America in 
Princeton, New Jersey. She resides 
in Lawrenceville, New Jersey.
Bailey Deitz ’09 is a reporter with 
KWQC-TV6 in Davenport, Iowa. 
She resides in Sherrard.
Elizabeth Guth ’09 is an ICU step-
down nurse at BroMenn Hospital in 
Normal, where she resides. 
Patricia Higgins ’09 was an intern 
with Dolphin Journeys in Hawaii 
during the summer of 2009. She 
resides in Lemont.
Joshua D. Ioerger ’09 works with 
ITS desktop Support at COUNTRY 
Financial in Bloomington. He 
resides in Normal.
Kenneth Kester ’09 is a loan proces-
sor/underwriter with Heartland 
Bank and Trust in Bloomington. He 
resides in Normal.
Julie B. Leffelman ’07 is a human 
resources specialist with Farns- 
worth Group Inc. in Bloomington. 
She has been certified as a profes-
sional in human resources. She 
resides in Bloomington.
Kay F. (Ward) McDuffie, Ed.D. ’07, is 
a clinical assistant professor with 
Purdue University–Calumet in 
Hammond, Indiana. She resides in 
Calumet Park. 
Tiffany Meints ’07 is a crisis inter-
ventionist with the Institute for 
Human Resources in Pontiac. 
Jimi Patel, M.S. ’07, is establishing 
a reading program and multiple 
intelligences after-school center for 
young children. She works as an 
educator/trainer of early childhood 
teachers. She resides in Vadodara, 
India.
Jane Poynter ’07 is an international 
auditor with U.S. Foodservice in 
Rosemont. She resides in Chicago.
Heather (Nelson) Regal ’07 is a 
senior finance assistant at State 
Farm Insurance Companies. Her 
husband, Ryan ’05, is an end user 
computing analyst with State Farm. 
They reside in Bloomington. 
Jennifer A. Allen ’08 is a mutual 
fund representative in the Securities 
Products Department at State Farm 
Insurance Companies. She and her 
husband, Michael, are the parents 
of a daughter. Molli Rose was born 
in August of 2009. They reside in 
Normal.
Amanda Bus ’08 is a kitchen design 
apprentice and dining room sales 
associate with IKEA in Round Rock, 
Texas. She resides in Austin, Texas.
Karyn Fones ’08 is the human 
resources director at HCR Manor-
Care in Davenport, Iowa. She 
resides in Colona. 
John Froehner ’08 teaches science 
at Grant Park Middle School. He 
resides in Peotone.
Dave Horstein ’08 is a project man-
ager with Americaneagle.com in 
Park Ridge, where he resides.
Angela Lynn, Ph.D. ’08, is the direc-
tor of the Office of the Registrar 
at Western Illinois University. She 
resides in Macomb. 
Lisa A. Nicholas, M.B.A. ’08, is an 
analyst for State Farm Insurance 
Companies in Bloomington, where 
she resides.
Robert Schiller ’08 works in pur-
chasing at Titan Electric in Villa 
Park. He resides in St. Charles.
an Illinois state alumna and current student attending a 2009 summer national educa-
tion association event in san Diego, california, were excited to meet with President al 
bowman. becky Howard ’03, M.s. ’07, left, and graduate student Jessica nemeth, are both 
working as special education teachers in Peoria.
Alumninews
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Robert “Bud” W. Long ’78; 6/09
Paul Schobernd, M.S. ’78; 8/09
Allen D. Bean ’79; 9/09
Frances C. Knight, Ed.D. ’79; 7/09
Steven A. Pauly ’79; 8/03
80s
Joseph Alexander, M.F.A. ’80; 3/03
Anne Drohan ’80; 6/09
Ray D. Fatheree, M.B.A. ’80; 11/07
John L. Kaminski ’80; 9/05
Timothy M. Kelly ’80; 9/04
Roger D. Knoblauch ’80; 9/09
Katherine L. Stewart ’80, M.S. ’81; 
10/08
Darrell L. Woodworth ’80; 4/97
Tim D. Kelley ’82, M.S. ’87; 8/09
Kay F. Donahue, M.S. ’83; 12/08
Robert G. Harvey, D.A. ’83; 5/02
Betsy (Powers) Kearley ’85; 9/09
Joseph L. O’Kane ’85; 8/09
Cynthia A. (Rivers) Marshall ’86; 
11/99
Tyrone McKinley ’87; 7/07
Curtis E. Pollard ’87; 6/09
Brian R. Supler ’88; 2/08
Jeffrey S. Caccavari ’89; 5/01
Mark L. Folkerts ’89; 7/09
90s
Mia M. Ware ’90; 8/04
Tracey M. Weeks ’90; 3/97
J. Mitchell Brackney ’91; 8/09
Lois May Johnson ’91; 7/09
Stephanie N. (Buysse) Seckman 
’91; 8/09
Gregory W. Herman’92; 1/93
Matthew C. Campbell ’93; 8/09
Alan J. Grebner, M.S. ’93; 6/05 
Robert B. Kaiser ’93, M.S. ’98; 5/09
Robert A. Ribley, M.S. ’94; 5/08
Michael Powroznyk ’98; 7/09
00s
Ryan A. Froehlich ’00; 7/02
Randy Bolster ’01; 9/03
Emily K. (Kuntz) Valluri ’02; 8/09
Alicia Berenz ’08; 8/09
Warren M. Coleman ’71; 5/09
Kay F. Donahue ’71, M.S. ’83; 
12/08
Pamela K. Frauenhoffer ’71; 2/06
Nancy (Thompson) Kizer, M.S. ’71, 
Ed.D. ’83; 6/09
John W. Mac Askill ’71; 6/09
David C. Morgan ’71; 3/08
David L. Cunningham ’72; 6/08
David G. Fint ’72; 4/09
Lynn Landes, M.A. ’72; 5/09
Terry L. Calvert ’73, M. S. ’77; 3/05
Terrance G. Gemmell, M.S. ’73; 
9/96
Barbara J. (Rooney) Griffin ’73; 
8/09
Elsie E. Hansen ’73; 7/09
Helen L. Kirk, M.S. ’73; 8/09
Larry L. McGonagle ’73, M.S. ’80; 
12/04
Charles R. Miller ’73, M.S. ’76; 3/97
Dennis R. Schreck ’73; 7/09
Kathy B. (Mielczarek) Smolinski 
’73; 7/09
Kenneth J. Beaudry ’74; 5/08
Bette K. Mortimore Buckley ’74, 
M.S. ’76; 8/09
Kenneth W. Cashmer ’74; 7/09
Janis L. Hasler ’74; 8/09
Doris Dow Killian ’74; 9/09
Roy E. Lightbody ’74; 6/09
Louis J. Pignotti ’74; 9/09
Mary J. Barnes ’75, M.A. ’82; 6/09
Orin R. Berkley ’75; 11/08
Marvin G. Fuller ’75; 7/09
Dennis M. Kinder ’75; 1/98
Gail C (Delain) Motley ’75; 1/02
James G. Dant ’76; 5/09
Mary M. Dicks ’76; 6/09
John D. Edwards ’76; 3/09
Alan L. McClure ’76, M.S. ’78; 6/09
Victoria (Arduino) Purnell ’76; 6/05
James A. Bohannon ’77; 5/09
Kathleen E. Bonnell ’77; 4/09
Gloria A. Hood, M.B.A. ’77; 1/04
Joseph M. Larkin ’77; 6/09
Joanna M. Mazzara ’77; 3/03
Vernon L. Motley ’77; 5/09
George J. Pohanka ’77; 5/09
Ann P. Reid, M.S. ’77; 4/08
Myron Richter ’77; 8/09
Keith R. “Corky” Smith ’77; 8/09
Charles G. Hamang ’78; 5/07
Norma J. Imhoff ’57; 7/09
Doris M. (Schisler) West ’57; 7/09
June E. McKeever ’58; 12/02
William “Jerry” Reeves ’58, M.S. 
’72; 8/09 
Jack G. Bell ’59; 8/09
Terrence L. Sorensen ’59, M.S. ’64; 
4/09
Dorothy A. Weber ’59; 3/09
60s
Daniel J. Conover ’60; 7/09
Karen G. (Hanson) Parrish ’60; 
4/09
Dianne C. Smith ’60; 11/05
Eva L. (Durham) Wood ’60; 6/09
Robert N. Murphy ’61; 5/09
Frank J. Waide ’61; 6/09
Larry J. Hunter ’62; 3/99
William Messersmith ’62, M.S. ’68; 
4/09
Wanda (Roderick) Bolton, M.S. 
’63; 3/09
Duane A. Deem ’63; 7/09
Marie F. (Hewitt) Snidle ’63; 1/05
Audra (Hamilton) Toth ’63; 6/09
Marvin L. Hayes ’64, M.S. ’65; 5/09
Beulah (Ogden) Blakeley ’65; 8/09
Kathryn E. Kost, M.S. ’65; 3/01
Richard D. Menozi ’66; 1/09
Richard O. Frana ’67; 3/08
James W. McHugh ’67; 5/09
Kenneth G. Pinzke ’67, M.S. ’69; 
8/09
Judith K. (Christopher) Piotter, 
M.A. ’67; 8/06
Ralph E. Scott ’67, M.S. ’70; 7/09
Hazel (Baenziger) Swan ’67; 8/09
John J. Eckert ’68, M.S. ’72; 9/98
Barry H. Gadlin ’69; 4/08
Richard T. Giancola ’69; 2/07
Audrey Peterson Kendall ’69, M.S. 
’72; 6/09
Robert A. Lawrence ’69; 4/09
Jane E. Rishel ’69, M.S. ’71; 7/09
Shirley R. Shannon ’69; 7/09
70s
Luther Aman, M.S. ’70; 8/08
Paul W. Harden, M.S. ’70; 11/99
Kenneth A. Lebeiko ’70; 02/07
Jose L. Mendoza, M.A. ’70; 5/09
Rotha (Young) Slagel, M.S. ’70; 
7/09
Maurine B. Pierce ’36; 6/01
Leola (Phillips) Tracy ’37; 7/09
Wilma (Arthington) Jackson ’38; 
6/09
Margaret (Krull) Miller ’38, ’61, 
M.S. ’72; 7/09
George A. Redden ’38; 6/08
Genevieve (Bergeron) Heflin ’39; 
7/09
Charlotte (Griggs) Whitehouse ’39; 
7/09
40s
Robert E. King ’40; 5/01
Alice M. (Sullivan) Legner ’40; 8/09
Virginia V. Linn ’40; 8/09
Imogene P. (Schopp) Marlin ’40; 
6/09
Jane A. (Ketterson) Marvel ’40; 
6/09
James E. Paluska ’40; 1/03
Alice I. (Staker) Phillips ’40, ’61; 
8/09
Wilma Arthington Jackson ’41; 
6/09
Mary E. Murray ’41; 6/09
Shirley M. (Vilwock) Prestegaard 
’41; 5/08
Lucille (Strum) Dobson ’42; 6/09
Marian E. (Werner) Feid ’42; 7/09
Roberta “Jane” (Keag) Kruse ’42; 
7/09
Wesley Stephens ’42; 7/09
Ralph J. Houghton ’43, ’46; 6/09
Rose Marie Kraus ’43; 2/09 
Norma J. (McGuire) Brown ’44; 
11/06
Ethel E. Myers ’44; 7/09
Pauline L. (Nussbaum) Roth ’47; 
8/09
Winifred L. (Drinhaus) Foster ’49, 
M.S. ’58; 7/09
Marjorie Pefferman ’49; 4/09
Robert F. Pittman ’49; 6/09
50s
V.L. “Budd” Fairfield ’50, M.S. ’52; 
6/09
Charles E. Holtkamp ’50; 8/09
Nelle J. Gibson ’51; 5/08
Ettabelle (Alexander) Hamilton 
’52; 9/09
Evelyn L. (Weaver) Nuss ’54; 6/09
L. Benjamin Clark ’55; 6/09 
Georgia F. Powell ’56, M.S. ’61; 
9/09
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Name (including maiden) Graduation year(s)
Major(s) Degree(s)
Mailing address
City State Zip
Home phone Cell phone E-mail address
Professional title or position Employer
Employer address
City State Zip
Work phone Work e-mail address
Marital status Spouse’s/partner’s name (including maiden if Illinois State graduate)
Spouse’s/partner’s graduation year (if Illinois State graduate)
Spouse’s/partner’s professional title or position Spouse’s/partner’s employer
City State Zip
Spouse’s/partner’s work phone
In addition to above, please list any career changes, awards, honors, marriages, births, or memorial information 
that you would like reported in Illinois State. Please report only events that have occurred. Announcements will 
appear as soon as possible.
Signature (required)
Return to: Illinois State University, Alumni Relations
Campus Box 3100, Normal, IL 61790-3100
Facsimile: (309) 438-8057 • E-mail: alumni@IllinoisState.edu
Online update form: www.Alumni.ilstu.edu/myinfo
The class notes section of the alumni magazine is one of the best ways to stay connected 
with collegiate friends. Don’t miss the opportunity to be included! Use this form to let 
fellow graduates know your personal and professional news.  
Alumni Update 
(                    ) (                    )
(                    )
As a College of Business senior majoring in insur-
ance and finance, Doug Johnson of Gibson City 
has a course load of 15 credit hours, many cam-
pus commitments, and is a stellar student. 
“Sometimes it’s a little overwhelming,” said 
Doug, whose collegiate balancing act has been 
made possible with a lot of hard work and many 
scholarships he has received since enrolling at 
Illinois State. His initial scholarship as a freshman 
was funded by math alumnus Thomas Lorig ’64, 
M.S. ’65.
Doug received a General Assembly scholar-
ship to cover his entire sophomore year.  Scholar-
ships through the Katie School of Insurance and 
Financial Services with Traveler’s Insurance, as 
well as the Risk and Insurance Management Soci-
ety followed. Doug’s high academic achievement 
led to an Honors Program scholarship, as well as 
one tied to his selection as a Bone Scholar. 
“The scholarships definitely helped, because 
I have a twin brother who is also at Illinois State,” 
Doug explained. Brad is double majoring in 
biology and finance, and wants to go to medical 
school. Their parents are helping, but appreciate 
the financial assistance. “Working hard and apply-
ing for scholarships is one of the ways for me to 
help my parents out,” Doug said.
Doug’s strong work ethic has led him to 
pursue internships with companies as close to 
home as COUNTRY Insurance, and as far away as 
Europe. In a four-week internship in the summer 
of 2009, paid for by the Katie School, Doug had 
the opportunity to travel to Zurich, Switzerland. 
While there he job shadowed with companies in 
his area of interest, which is underwriting.
“I’d been looking into commercial and indus-
trial underwriting,” he said. The trip to Zurich 
reaffirmed his career choice, and gave him the 
chance to see London, Paris, and Rome.  “I had a 
lot of fun and learned a lot.”
Back on campus, Doug is involved in student 
leadership within the Honors Program, and is on 
the committee for the college’s annual Business 
Week event. He is a member of two business frater-
nities, Delta Sigma Pi and Gamma Iota Sigma.
As he completes his collegiate years, Doug 
has no regrets about his decision to attend the 
University. “Coming from a small town, I felt more 
comfortable at Illinois State. I’m really glad I made 
that choice,” Doug said. “I had opportunities here 
that I could not have had anywhere else. I am very 
thankful for all of the opportunities I have been 
given at Illinois State.”
More than one life can be changed when you 
provide financial support that enables a stu-
dent to complete an education and pursue 
professional dreams. Make a difference today 
by creating a scholarship. Contact Executive 
Director of Development Joy Hutchcraft at 
(309) 438-8041 or by e-mail at jdhutch@ 
IllinoisState.edu to find out what you can  
do. Donations can be made online at  
www.Advancement.ilstu.edu/support.
Scholarships provided
opportunities across four years
Donor and Information Services
Campus Box 8000
Normal, IL 61790-8000
It’s tourney time!
Senior Ashleen Bracey and her  
teammates have worked all season in 
anticipation of the State Farm Missouri 
Valley Conference Tournament, set for 
March 11-14 in St. Charles, Missouri. 
The men’s tournament is March 4-7 in 
St. Louis. Cheer on the Redbirds as they 
compete for an automatic bid to the 
NCAA tournament. Tickets may be  
purchased online at GoRedbirds.com  
or by calling (309) 438-8000.
LookThe Last
